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The Internet, which gradually acts as an important media for information 
/ 
dissemination, indirectly gave birth to electronic newspapers in the cyberspace. In 
our exploratory study, online newspaper publishers' utmost objective to launch the 
online edition is to increase public awareness and to be the leader among publishers 
who have launched an online newspaper. Gaining possible revenue from online 
advertising is considered as a secondary objective only. Despite this, publishers still 
plan for improvements like developing online archives, and providing more 
personalization, interactivity and multimedia simulations on the online newspapers. 
Apart from this, our quantitative study on readers' attitudes and preferences 
towards online newspapers showed that the online newspaper reading behaviour is 
•• 
similar to that in the printed ones. This suggests that online newspaper readers may 
be indifferent on the paper or online versions, since they only slightly agree that 
online newspapers are preferred than the printed one on the concerns like free of 
charge access, save reading time, and more interactivity, convenience, as well as 
environmental friendliness. 
On the other hand, online readers generally agree that for a good online 
� • 
newspaper, basic concerns like news coverage and contents are as important as the 
web page design and outlook, layout and attractive pictures, user-friendliness and 
ii 
searchability of news articles. However, over 97% of online newspaper readers are 
not willing to pay for the subscription fee. Online newspaper readers may consider 
not worthy to pay anything for the current standard of electronic newspapers. For t-
tests done to compare the attitudes of different groups of respondents, online readers 
with longer usage experience agree to a larger extent that design and layout of a 
newspaper web-page is an important criteria for a good online newspaper. On the 
other hand, non-online readers generally perceive that online newspaper are no 
different than the printed one, and this may be the reason why they have no desire or 
interest to take a look at any electronic newspaper. 
From our survey result, newspaper publishers are advised to keep improving 
product attributes like content & news coverage, web-page design & layout，as well as 
user-friendliness. On the other hand, as timeliness and interactivity are the greatest 
merits in the Net-technology, publishers are highly recommended to include value-
added features like news updating, instant stock quote and financial news, as well as 
other online customer services like comment on editorials, and chat-rooms for hot 
news. It is also favourable to add both sound and video clips to news articles, too. 
Last but not least, since the basic concerns of all online readers are actually 
very similar, a homogenous product strategy is recommended for online newspapers 
publishers to reach the existing readers of the online newspaper,. On the other hand, 
reaching those non-readers of the electronic newspaper will take longer time when 
they can gradually acquaint with using the Internet and understand the attractiveness 
of the online newspaper over the printed version. 
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In Hong Kong, the growth of the Internet usage has been enormous over the 
past five years. The Internet generally has been used for entertainment, commerce, as 
well as a medium of information exchange and retrieval. Such technological 
evolution of the Internet empowered the Web both timeliness and flexibility so that it 
is gradually turning itself to become a serious news medium. Newspaper publishers 
has been facing the dilemma of whether or not to continue investing resources in the 
virtual edition of their newspaper, since such online editions are usually available free 
of charges for readers to access. 
At this moment, Hong Kong has about 35 newspaper companies, with 10 of 
them having their online version on the Internet. These numbers are relatively small 
when compared to the worldwide figures. In fall 1996，there were more than 1,500 
newspaper online services in worldwide operation, which is a 15-fold increase since 
January 1995. 
The Internet has created a completely new environment for the newspaper 
industry. Just at the first glance of the two different editions will provide an obvious 
answer to what technology has brought us. The pile of ink printed paper is replaced 
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by an electronic cover page which highlights the leading news of the day, plus 
indexed news headings which will be hyperlinked to their respective content by 
simply a "click" on the heading. However, the electronic version of one newspaper 
may not necessarily contain 100% of the news in the printed version, and even the 
contained ones may just be a summary of the original hard copy. The nature ofonline 
newspaper's 4Ps has to be redefined from the traditional one. 
In the next section, we will look into the background of the Internet which 
indirectly give birth to online newspapers. Such understanding will help us develop a 





BACKGROUND - ABOUT THE CYBERSPACE 
The evolution of online newspaper is directly related to the foundation of the 
Internet. Therefore, it is worthy to understand more about the background of the 
Internet. Likewise, we will also look into some facts of the newspaper industry in, for 
instance, the United States and Hong Kong, in order that we can understand more 
about newspaper readership in different parts of the world and the setting of the 
newspaper industry locally in Hong Kong. 
What is the Internet? 
The Internet is "the networks of networks" 一 a worldwide network of 
•• 
computer networks 丨.Originally, the Internet was developed by the scientific 
community for the exclusive use of research projects. It was later included for higher 
education groups like arts, business, education, government, recreation, research, 
scientific and social. The Internet is designed to provide a new way for people to 
communicate with one another in every day life and in every corner o f the world. It 
provides the business community a new fashion to manage its business locally, 
nationally, internationally and globally by eliminating the geographic barriers. 
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A BriefHistorv of the Internet 
The modern Internet was born in the early 60's began as an experimental 
network in the Advanced Research Projects Agency (ARPA) of the U.S. Department 
of Defence. It was designed to support military research, for example how to build 
networks that could withstand partial outages like nuclear bomb attacks, by 
connecting the computer science departments at major universities so that they might 
share computer resources. ARPA contracted with BBN Corp. in Fall 1969 to develop 
"ARPAnet" in which a few time-shared ma - 6 -chines around the United States 
could be used remotely by specialists across the region. The Internet was purposefully 
designed by Bob Kahn and Vint Cerf to interconnect ARPAnet with two other, very 
different networks. In 1973 to 1978，ARPA developed the now-standard 
communications protocol - TCPAP for the transmission of information between 
networking computers and other computers. This protocol was deployed on many 
operating systems and in 1983, ARPA required all computers connected to ARPAnet 
to use TCPAP. In 1985, National Science Foundation O^SF) began program to 
establish network access centred around its six supercomputer centres. A high-speed 
network, using 56 Kbps phone lines, called NSFnet launched in 1986 to build upon 
ARPAnet's accomplishments. It was designed to interconnect the supercomputer 
centres and all other academic and research centres so they could access 
supercomputers and exchange traffic with each other. ARPAnet was officially 
dissolved in 1990 as most sites were absorbed by NSFnet. The NSF transferred most 
management of "the Internet" to commercial carriers as traffic volume and content 
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has expanded exponentially over the next few years. That is when the Internet 
became a household word for today. 
The Global Influence of the Internet 
Started as a military and academic research tool, the Internet has become a 
global resource for people worldwide. According to the American Internet User 
Survey in 1997 "，31.3 million U.S. adults are "current users". 9 million Americans 
have tried the Internet but are not current users and 55 million Americans are poised 
to become Internet users. It indicated that 51% of browsers use the Web on a daily 
basis and 87% of all U.S. Internet users considered the net an efficient way of getting 
information they need everyday. 
An international survey of Internet usage conducted by ACNielson '" in 16 
countries covering almost 150,000 respondents found out that one in every four 
Singaporeans is a regular Internet user whereas Hong Kong has achieved only half of 
that Internet penetration rate. Singapore is the leading performer in Asia, in the same 
league as other leading countries like Canada (38%), the U.S. (25%), Australia (25%), 
and New Zealand (24%), and Germany (14%), which is the leader of the European 
economies. Of the other tiger economies, Taiwan has 12 percent and China reached 
only 2.9% in its major business centres ofBeijing, Shanghai and Guangzhou. Among 
the newly industrialised countries, Indonesia has the lowest rate of 1.2%, Thailand 
h5%, Philippines 2%, and Malaysia 6.3%. 
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Although Singapore is the leader among the Asian tiger economies in adopting 
Internet as the new way of communication, Hong Kong still has one of the biggest 
potential Internet market. According to the Network Wizards, the Internet has grown 
faster in Hong Kong than anywhere else in the world in 1996 with a total growth of 
178%. ACNielson's Internet User Survey '^  conducted in Hong Kong revealed that 
over half of all Hong Kong households now have a PC and 25% of homes subscribe 
to an Internet account, suggesting over 850,000 people in Hong Kong are now online 
to the Internet. The survey indicated that the Internet users accessed the Internet 3 to 
4 times a week for E-mail and general Web-surfmg. Surfing on the Web is now one 
of the major activities for Hong Kong citizens. The Internet is no longer something 
just for the academic and IT experts. 
At the close of 1997, roughly 70 million people worldwide were online, up from 
about 40 million in 1996. The number of World Wide Web pages increased by an 
estimated 300,000 per week. Traffic over the Internet's infrastructure is doubling 
every y e a r � . This exponential growth enabled information access and electronic 
•I 
commerce that will have a crucial, positive impact on how people live, learn and do 
business. As the impact of the Internet has been profound and continues to grow, 
people are thinking of ways to promote their businesses through the Internet. The 





Facts in the U.S. Newspaper Industry 
The newspaper industry in the U.S. was of the most matured one in the world. 
Since the country is so immense in size and much regionalized, it should not be 
surprising that the number of newspaper companies is also large. In 1996，there ^vere 
a total of 1,520 morning and evening newspapers, and the number of Sunday 
newspaper was 890. In 1997, the figures did not change much, with a total of 1,509 
morning and evening newspapers, and 903 Sunday newspapers.�‘ 
The circulation of the U.S. daily newspaper (morning or evening) in 1997 
amounted to 57 million everyday and that for the Sunday issue was 60 million. ^" 
With an estimation of average 2.33 readers per copy, there were over 133 million 
adults reading a newspaper everyday, and the number of Sunday readers was over 140 
million. 
In comparison to the total U.S. adult population (age 18 or over), 58.7 
percentage of the adult population were readers of the daily newspaper, while 68.5 
percent of them read Sunday or Weekend newspaper, too. ^"' 
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It is also interesting to see that older American people were more used to 
reading newspapers. '^  That was more than 60% of over-3 5-years-old-adults who read 
both daily and Sunday newspaper while only around 50% of under-35-years-old 
people who did the same. (See Table 1.) Readership also increased with education. 
(See Table 2.) 
Table 1: Percentage of Age Groups on Newspaper Readership 
Age % who read the Daily % who read the Sunday 
18-24 ^ M  
— 25-34 48 ~ 52 
— 35-44 60 68 — 
— 45-54 64 70 
— 55-64 一 66 71 
— 65+ 68 68 
I 
Table 2: Readership Increased with Education 
Education Level % who read the Daily % who read the Sunday 
College Graduate or Beyond ^ 77 
Attend College (1-3 yrs) — 61 — 71 
High School Graduate ^ 67 
Less than High School Graduate 43 47 
“ 
Other facts about the U.S. Newspaper Industry are as f o l l o w s � 
• More than 750 North American newspapers have launched online services (as 
of April 1, 1998), including Web sites and partnerships with consumer online 
companies. Worldwide, there are more than 2,800 daily, weekly and other 
newspapers online. 
,• 
• Seven of the top 20 online news sites (by reach) are newspaper sites (Source: 
Media Metrix) 
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• Ninety-eight of the top 100 newspapers (by circulation) have online products. 
More than 60% of those newspapers on the Web offer online classified 
products. 
• According to a recent NAA study, 43% of the respondents use daily 
newspaper sites as the primary source of online classifieds. The same study 
also indicates that consumers generally prefer newspaper classified sites over 
the competition. 
• Online newspaper readers are twice as likely to make purchases online as are 
average Internet users. (Source: New Century Network) ‘ 
• Eighty-two percent of consumers who use the Web for news also read a 
newspaper regularly (Source: MSNBC/Market Facts) 
The above section generally highlighted the existing situation of the 
newspaper industry in the United States and some habits of the newspaper readers. 
Such market situation is exactly the environment that online newspaper was evoluted. 
However, what are the proposed reasons for publishers to go online? The next section 
will have a review on this. 
*• 
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Evolution of Online Newspapers 
Before taking a more in-depth look into some researchers' idea about why 
traditional newspapers go online, it is interesting • to realise that the first online 
newspaper was published through the Internet as far as in May 1993. '^ This issue, the 
San Jose Mercury News, was published by Knight Ridder Inc. which was ranked the 
second largest newspaper company in the United States in 1998. 
According to a media research paper, the historical reason why newspaper 
companies went online was accounted by both the “push，，and "puU" factors. *" The 
first push factor related to the fact that during the mid-nineties, North American 
newspaper companies generally faced the problem of declining revenues when the 
circulation started falling every year since 1988. Advertising revenues also reduced, 
with the result that profit margins in the industry was halved. ^" The situation was 
even recalled as “in a state of crisis" by some communications professionals. With 
this dismal modern history, newspapers were turning to technological alternatives to 
brighten their future. Eventually they entered the new online media. *'^  
As afraid to he a loser in the industry, other newspaper publishers also rushed 
into the cyberspace for fear that the early online players would have grown too far 
ahead for the other late comers to fight. *^  Other competitive concerns like the 
possibility of being forced to accept a structure imposed by some early entrants, or �* 
loss for an opportunity to develop new skills and new revenue sources also 
"envisioned" other newspapers to go online. 
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In addition, as the pace of the modern world was changing, people do not 
have as much time to read as before and most young people did not grown up with the 
habit of reading printed newspapers. Online newspapers were supposed to be the way 
of reaching these younger audience via a medium that was more acceptable than the 
dead papers. Generationally, young people feel more comfortable with new forms of 
technology. They are not socialised into a printed newspaper environment.浏 Thus 
newspapers had to go into the cyberspace in order to pave their way for revenues from 
these younger potential readers of the electronic newspaper. 
On the other hand, in addition to the paper shortage, the price of pulp rose 
70% in 1994 and the rising paper and neyvsprint costs were encouraging publishers 
to look at electronic media. ^" It was also worth noting that aside from having no 
paper costs, electronic publishers virtually had no delivery costs either. Electronic 
publishing was a favourable blend from a low manufacturing cost and an expanding 
customer market. If newspaper companies could go online and receive subscription 
fees, it would just be a perfect cost cutting move in view of adapting to a change in 
the external environment. On the other hand, online readers could even pay less than 
conventional newspapers when the communication media was changed to a more 
economical one. 
Last but not least, the push factor for newspaper to go online pointed to the 
fact that publishing electronically was more environmental friendly. The 
manufacturing process of newspapers can be harmful to the natural environment, not 
only to the fact that trees are cut for making pulps, but also when toxic chlorinated 
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pollutants are dumped in waterways during the production process. Thus newspaper's 
struggle for the ever environmental aware readers could perhaps be a reason for why 
publishers went online. 
To the other end, newspapers were also being "pulled" online. They were 
being pulled by the market forces as the Internet rapidly increased its size and 
created an immense market. The Internet is a large fomm for the exchange of 
information, and the online world's size and shape would even provide news makers 
with unlimited imagination and storage capacity. The increased number of users has 
made the Internet an attractive market to many newspaper publishers. From a survey 
in the U.S., two years ago only 4% of the Internet users would read newspapers 
online, but the figure raised tremendously to 21% in 1998. — This fivefold increase 
obviously created a highly potential market for newspaper companies. As audience 
strictly refers to revenues and profits, newspapers naturally will trace after their 
readers for wherever they are heading to. Thus more and more newspapers went into 
the cyberspace, and more serious focus was put into improving quality of the 
newspapers online. 
The about are the proposed recent why publishers launched the online edition 
of their newspaper. However, what were readers' attitudes and perceptions to this 
electronic version of the newspaper? What are the perceived differences and benefits 
of reading newspapers online? The next section on the research of some German 
dailies will provide answers to some of these questions. 
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Research for German Dailies on the World Wide Web 
In September 1998, a research project called "Online — the future of 
newspapers?" was done by the Catholic University of Eichstatt in Germany regarding 
the Germany dailies on the World Wide Web (WWW) '^^ . The project studied the 
newspaper producers, their products, and the users of the German online newspapers. 
The study used mail survey for editors of81 daily newspapers with a WWW presence 
in May 1997 (total 63 publisher respondents) and questionnaires were posted on 27 
newspaper homepages for users to access (total 2524 user respondents). The survey 
questions were related to eight fields that deserved studying: 
• 
1. Organization and Personnel of the Online Editorial Boards 
2. A ctivities Performed and Decision Patterns 
5. Differences Between the Print and the Online Version 
4. Online Newspapers with Selected A dditional Features 
5. Financing and Strategies .‘ 
6. User Profile, Habits of Use and Reading Preferences 
7. Advantages and Disadvantage of Online newspapers 
8. Competition between Online Newspaper and Print Ne�vspaper 
As not many organizations have conducted surveys of similar nature, this 
German study will act as a reference for our study in shaping Hong Kong online 
newspaper readers' preferences, habits and opinions. The result ofthis German study 
are summarized as follows: 
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a) Differences Between the Print and the Online Version 
As our study focuses on the readers' perspective, we still start discussing this 
German study from the third section. In the survey, .57% of the respondents said that 
the online articles should be shortened and 29% wanted the online articles to be linked 
with other online features. Eight percent of the online editors saw no need for 
revision on the online articles and only one-third of them "always" or "frequently" 
shortened articles. The results of the analysis of contents confirmed that the online 
articles in the German dailies were seldom revised. 
b) Online Newspapers with Selected Additional Features 
In addition to information from the printed version, German dailies also 
contained numerous additional features on their web-sites. More than half of the 
surveyed German dailies contain public relations messages from the publishers, 
computer information, network searches and other services. Almost ha l fo f the online 
versions provided an archive for readers to look up articles in previously published 
editions. Eighty-seven percent of the German online newspapers were updated at 
least once daily. Twenty-one percent of these newspapers were updated twice and 
10% three times or more. It appeared that the online editions were updating on the 
evening before the printed version appeared. Only 21% stated that their online 
versions never appeared before the printed version. 
•f 
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c) Financing and Strategies 
Financing is one of the main concerns for online newspapers nowadays. 
There exists high investment and running costs but advertisers and users are unwilling 
to pay. Eighty-five percent of the surveyed German dailies carried advertising. Of 
them, 65% had different advertising customers in the print and online versions. At the 
time of the survey, all the German dailies were making a loss on their online editions. 
Over 90% of them agreed "fully" or "to a large extent" that the "hesitancy of 
advertisers" as the biggest obstacle. A majority of them thought it was very difficult 
to finance online newspapers through advertising alone or through charging for the 
service. That was the reason why the strategic aim of their Internet presence was not 
to make a profit. As mentioned in the survey, the aim most frequently mentioned was 
that of"establishing a footing as early as possible in the media of the future, followed 
by the benefits to the newspaper's image". 
d) User Profile, Habits of Use and Reading Preferences 
In 1997，approximately 4.1 million adults used online services in Germany. 
Among the survey respondents, 73% of them were under age 40，15% were women 
and 50% had a university degree. However, German online newspapers were not 
used as often as the printed version. According to the survey, 29% of the respondents 
read online newspapers daily and 56% of them read the printed version daily. Only 
1% of online users never read a printed newspaper. Online newspapers were read less 
regularly and shorter periods than printed newspapers. Approximately 81% of the 
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respondents spent less than half an hour every time they read online newspaper. Only 
37% of them never read the small advertisements on the online newspapers. The 
"classic" section and the "science and technology" section were the most popular used 
sections on the German online newspapers. "Entertainment" and "With-Feedback" 
sections were not very popular. 
e) Advantages and Disadvantages of Online Newspapers 
Seventy percent of the surveyed users stated that immediacy of the online 
newspaper was very important. "Use of online newspaper is free of charge" and 
"online newspaper has news faster" are very important to 60% and 56% 6f the 
respondents respectively. Less than a quarter of them believed the importance of 
"archiving of articles on the computer" and "contact with editors via e-mail". The use 
of interactive games and guest book/forum were unimportant to a majority of the 
users due to low utilization rate. Half of the survey respondents suggested that 
"online newspapers provide only a selection of the articles available in the print 
newspaper" and "they do not convey the experience of reading a newspaper" were 
very serious concerns. Only three of the online newspaper among the publisher 
participants included all articles from the print newspaper. Long download times, 
technical problems regarding reading online newspapers and the cost of the Internet 
access were other disadvantages of current German online newspapers. 
.• 
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f) Competition between Online Newspaper and Print Newspaper 
Sixty-two percent of the survey respondents considered that the print 
newspaper provided a greater "depth" of information than the online version. Sixty-
five percent of users would have chosen the print newspaper and 31% would prefer 
the online version if only one of the version had been available. The user preferred 
the print version because of its portability and the others preferred the online version 
because of its accessibility from outside the normal circulation area, avoidance of 
unwanted paper and, the most important, free of charge. Thirty-five percent of the 
respondents were prepared to accept a charge for the online newspaper service. Of 
these 35%, 80% stated that they would be willing to pay only if the online version 
were cheaper than the print version. Only 1% of them were willing to pay more than 
the print version for the online newspaper. Obviously, a majority of the users are not 





PRACTICAL ISSUES OF ONLENE NEWSPAPERS 
In this section, we will look into more specifically about some issues of online 
newspapers. For example, what are the elements of the electronic newspaper that 
distinguish itself from the printed version? Is subscription fee a feasible revenue 
model for operating an online newspaper? What in fact are the various stages in 
which an online newspaper is produced? The following will be some detailed 
elaboration for each of these concerns. 
Elements of an Electronic Newspaper 
• 
To a simpler sense, an electronic newspaper can be thought as a,,copy of a 
printed newspaper which is put into a 14 inches computer monitor. Therefore, as with 
other common information products, content is the most important element of an 
online newspaper. Today's online newspapers cover sections like the major local or 
world news, business or finance news, editorials, sports news, classified 
advertisements, and other “side” sections like entertainment and perhaps some 
lifestyle and novel sections. 
� • 
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When speaking merely about contents, online newspapers can definitely cover 
all sections as in the printed version since they are no longer confined by the number 
ofpages traditional newspapers can have. However, the online product cannot simply 
be a mirror of the paper version in an ASCII text form. There has to be added value 
for online newspapers to be better than the paper versions. *^  The Internet has enabled 
newspapers to have more depth, more perspective and more dialogue than any other 
news-providing medium. ^^ ' 
An online newspaper starts with its front page with its company banner or 
logo at the top position. This front page in another sense is like a directory page 
which usually has highlights on the major news and links to other sections df the 
newspaper content. The news titles for each section may also be indexed so that 
readers can read news by searching according to their own interest. To the news the 
publishers add sidebars and background pieces that are not available in the regular 
printed version ofthe newspaper. As the data transfer technology and interfaces have 
gradually been improved, the newsmakers add photographs and graphics either to 
provide more details or to make the news more interesting. In some U.S. news web 
sites, there may also be sound files or video files attached to the news articles so that 
readers can truly sense the benefits of advanced Internet technology. 
In addition, as online newspapers are not limited by the space on the layout, 
background information can be more extensive. Links can be set up within the 
,• 
content of the article so that related detail or stories can be connected. The links can 
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also be used to connect to other Internet sites so that readers can conveniently locate 
other useful information that are related to the content of the news article. 
f\j Online newspapers also have the advantage over printed editions as publishers 
can provide the news instantaneously upon its occurrence. It is not uncommon for 
some U.S. online newsmakers to update out-breaking news several times a day. 
Readers who are connected to these newspaper sites can therefore retrieve the most 
update news without waiting for newspapers to arrive at the newspaper stand. On the 
other hand, some online newspapers also provide a wide range of services like local 
information that the printed edition has no space to cover, or have delayed stock 
quotes. Some may also have an archive of stories for previously published news, and 
"bulletin boards" or e-mail contacts on which readers can put opinion or get feedback 
from the newspaper staff. 
In short, in a slightly more modest sense, the online world has reproduced a 
newspaper publishing world that is more informative, imaginative and interactive for 
the newspaper readers. While for the newspaper publishers themselves, the Internet 
has formulated a completely new media for them to challenge and struggle among 
themselves. The newspaper industry is beginning to recognise that online news 
products, digitally delivered, are not simply electronic versions of their newspapers 
but news outlets with a function and format all oftheir own. 
� • 
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Free Access versus Subscription 
Online news products are not uniformly available to any and all who have 
access to an Internet server. In the U.S., some online news products are offered free 
of charge to subscribers of the newsprint version of a particular newspaper and who 
register with a password. Other newspaper companies are making their news 
products free to all who can access the World Wide Web. The Wall Street Journal 
announced in 1996 that it was initiating a fee-based online news service available 
only to subscribers, and by February 1997 it had more than 70,000 subscribers.^" To 
date, none of the other newspaper companies have moved to restrict their entire news 
services to subscribers only. However, the news industry has been talking aboiit the 
need to support its online news services with more direct revenue streams than it has 
been able to gather from advertising sales. 
It may be true that when first online newspapers appeared on commercial 
service providers, they could operate on a subscription basis. These services were 
able to do this for a number of reasons. Firstly, when the Internet first emerged, the 
newspaper sites were some of the more interesting sites that net-surfers could visit. 
There was far much information in these newspaper webs that readers could dig into. 
Furthermore, when combining with the reputation of some prominent newspaper 
publishers, the ease of accessing these information and the timeliness of the online 
news could be valuable to some online readers. Thus it happened that subscription 
was one of the viable revenue source for some newspaper publishers at the early time 
oftheir online launch. ^^"' 
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However, as the Internet prospered, the number of information providers also 
escalated. It was not only from newspaper sites that the Internet surfers could receive 
information. This made the subscription option hard to realize. Moreover, more 
specifically relating to the newspaper industry, the- growing number of newspaper 
sites also increased the choice which online news readers could make. The Internet is 
a buyers market for information as well as a competing platform for the newspaper 
companies. Thus in order to attract more online readership which supposed could 
benefit the revenue for the printed edition, most of the newspaper sites finally had to 
abandon the subscription option. 
On the other hand, advertising and running classifieds were expected to b.e the 
biggest revenue earner other than charging subscription fees. The only true 
subscription based news services had to focus on the specialist business market other 
than the general public. ^'^ The other viable options for the newspaper companies are 
perhaps personalized newspapers, and other added value services such as database or 
archive searches, which for instance some newspapers companies have been running 
•t 
and charging their users. Correctly priced archival searches in the newspaper sites 
seems to be a superior option for revenues since people usually trust more on 
newspaper sites than other ones in the Internet.哪 Newspaper companies who have 
gone online are focusing at these ways for their inflow of revenues other than the 
decision of charging subscriptions. 
». 
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Operation of an Online Newspaper 
As taken from examples *^' in the U.S., online newspapers offered at least 
daily news coverage from their counterparts newspapers published for morning 
delivery. In addition, they could pull stories from the Associated Press wire services 
and one of the local televisions, or could use free-lances' work when special 
permission was granted. Starting from the morning, more stories were added and 
refreshed throughout the day. There were early morning staff members who put the 
first set of pages online before 9;00am. Others worked throughout the day to add 
content and refresh stories that might have been updated by the wire service or 
television reports found online. The staff also looked for special content sections that 
could be pulled together from archives of the newsprint editions available to the staff 
online. These sections were about seasonal interests or events likely to be attractive 
to the online news users. 
In addition, the online news editors also pulled their story copy and graphics 
from a newsroom computer system into which they were directly linked. Stories and 
graphics then had to be marked up for digital delivery to the Web sited and formatted 
for the space on the page where they were to reside. A special software was used to 
properly prepare text, photos and graphics for display in online form. Copyeditors 
would help the nightside news editors put together the online content, with different 
responsibilities each night. Rarely did the online staff members question or change 
tfie copy in substantive ways, though sometimes new headlines had to be written 
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because the original did not fit in the assigned Web space or format, or because it was 
not informative enough among a list ofheadlines. 
Photographs were most frequently the items substantively changed when 
moved from the newsprint version to the online version. They were modified to fit 
into a computer-screen format so that they would not crowd out text and meet the 
proportional format preset for a site-specific graphic location on the Web pages of the 
news product. The software used for photographs in the newspaper computer system 
was different than that used for the text, and the online news product staff members 
needed to be equally adept at conversion to a hypertext language (HTML) for each 
kind of origination software. ’ 
All of the regular staff members for the online newsrooms had traditional 
reporting training or formal education. Many staff members had the title of either 
editor or producer, and described their jobs as facilitating the story transfer from a 
newsprint environment to a digital environment. Each of these staff had designated 
•• 
pages, sites or content for which they were individually responsible. For example, 
there was a front-page producer, a news producer, a high school sports editor and a 
general sports editor. Day-to-day decisions were made independently by the staff 
member most directly affected. More significant decisions about enhancements or 
special content were approved by an on-site managing editor for the online service. 
•‘ 
On the other hand, for online newspaper that had chat-rooms, staffing 
resources were devoted to making the talk sections attractive, lively, and to 
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developing and making for the interactive game features. The talk editor was 
responsible for initiating discussion topics for sections and stories and for monitoring 
talk areas for inappropriate behavior. The interactive editor was responsible for 
designing original features, games, and attractions that took advantage of the strengths 
of the online medium. There might also be a ‘hunter-gatherer，who was responsible 
for locating, evaluating and linking to appropriate Web sites that had related 
information that could enhance a story in the online edition. 
In general, online newspapers included some or all classified advertising 
content from the newsprint edition automatically. All legal notices, official public 
notices and business opportunities were part of the classified advertisement sections, 
and they could be searched electronically by category. If not all of those were to be 
included in the online coverage, the staff would select those content areas they 
thought would be most interesting to the online users. These areas included 
automotive, personals and careers. 
•I 
In short, the operations of online newspaper were somehow very similar to the 
printed one. Traditional newsroom practices remained relatively unchanged with the 
addition of the online news service. Staffers spent the majority of their time re-
working content generated by the newsprint newsroom or from wire services, 
syndicated and other commodity-information providers. There was little time for 
original reporting or writing specifically for the online version of the newspaper. 
� • 
Online newspapers seemed to be shadows of the printed one, with the strive of 
developing its own character in the long run. 
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CHAPTER V 
mVESTIGATING ONLEVE NEWSPAPERS IN HONG KONG 
Having discussed substantially about the evolution of online newspapers and 
the online newspaper industry in other parts of the world, it is about time to 
investigate the same concern in our local environment. In this section, we will briefly 
describe the Hong Kong newspaper industry, and identify the objectives and 
methodology of the study that we will carry out for the online newspaper industry in 
Hong Kong. 
The Newspaper Industry in Hong Kong 
As for Hong Kong, up to March 1998 there are about 35 newspaper companies 
If 
operating. It includes 20 Chinese-language dailies, 10 English-language dailies, one 
bi-lingual daily and four in other languages. Of the Chinese-language dailies, 17 
cover mainly local and overseas general news; 3 focus on finance.蘭* The larger 
papers include overseas Chinese communities in their distribution networks, and some 
have editions printed outside Hong Kong, in particular in the United States, Canada, 
the United Kingdom and Australia. 
W" 
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However, actually the competitive situation of the Hong Kong newspaper 
industry has been changing rapidly. One of the major indicators is the rise and death 
of newspapers since the transition. For example, newspapers launched after 1984 and 
are still actively circulating include only the Hong Kong Economic Times and Apply 
Daily. Gone are the historical papers like Overseas Chinese Daily News, Sing Tao 
Wen Pao, Hong Kong Times and Ching Pao Daily. Four newspapers, namely Hong 
Kong Today, Hong Kong United Daily, South China Economic News and Eastern 
Express, which began publication in the early 1990s, all ceased circulation due to 
unfavourable financial conditions. • “ 
The 7-month price competition between various newspapers at the eiid of 
1995 had already led to the close-down of 6 newspapers companies, and a 
consequential layoff of over 1,000 employees in the industry. ^'^ Despite of this 
unpleasant fact plus the decrease in the number of newspaper from which newspaper 
readers could choose, the price of the Chinese language newspapers after the ‘price 
war，was then stabilised at HK$ 5.00 for as long as until the end of 1998. •‘ However, 
in March 1999，a new newspaper, the Sun Daily News was published to join the once 
stagnant market of the press industry. Again the price war in the industry was 
activated the second time. 
From a media survey, the total newspaper readership in Hong Kong amounted 
to 5.33 million in 1996. The greatest market share were held by the Oriental Daily 
�* 
News (29%) and the Apple Daily (24%), while the next leading newspapers were the 
Sing Tao Daily News (11%) and the Ming Pao Daily News (6%).瓜’ 
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Of the 35 newspaper companies operating, 10 of them have established their 
own online version. They are: 
• Apple Daily • Sing Tao Daily 
• Hong Kong Commercial News • South China Morning Post 
• Hong Kong Standard • The Sun Daily News 
• Ming Pao Daily News • Ta Kung Pao 
• Oriental Daily News • Wen Wei Po 
Although newspaper had been an influential information media since the 
sixties, the down turn in the industry started as long as after the seventies when the 
radio and television industries exerted its greatest influence over the mass media. 
After then, the next major challenge for newspaper companies came from the 
innovation in computer and information transfer technology, and publishers had to 
struggle by getting into electronic news publishing in order to keep up their pace in 
the modern society. The prosperity in economic development together with the 
escalating number of Internet users also led to the giving-birth of online newspapers. 
Since 1995 several newspapers have gone online, including the Wen Wei Po, Ming 
ii 
Pao Daily News, Sing Tao Daily and the South China Morning Post. • 
The first pioneer online publisher was the Sing Tao Daily, which launched 
itself on the Internet on 1^ Sept 1995. Its online version in the early stage included 
sections like major news, editorials, novels and real estate news, and later sections like 
classified advertisements and computer information were also added into its online 
content. In October 1995, the Hong Kong Standard also established its online edition 
on the Internet, and Ming Pao Daily News Online also followed this "online" strategy 
around the same time. 
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Universities in Hong Kong also provided some favourable conditions for 
online newspapers to prosper. In August 1995, the Chinese University ofHong Kong 
received $3.26 million subsidies from the government to establish a network server 
for news making agencies to feed their news information into the server. Citizens 
could access the server if they needed to retrieve any relevant information they 
required. The Chinese University Library system also set up the $6 million "Hong 
Kong Newspaper Database" in September 1995 for other seven universities to access 
information from six online newspapers that was available at that time. All these 
investments indirectly encouraged newspaper companies to improve their editions that 
were put online for the mass audiences. 
Objectives of the Studv 
Despite the present developments of online newspaper in Hong Kong which to 
some degree may resemble to that in other parts of the world, there must be some 
differences in the attitudes and preferences for both newspaper publishers and online 
newspaper readers. Therefore, it is worthy for some study to be done under the local 
environment of Hong Kong. In our study of the online newspaper industry in Hong 
Kong, the utmost important objectives we would like to achieve are: 
^ ) To understand the attitudes of newspaper publishers in Hong Kong, and what 
their expectations and future plans are for operating an online newspaper; 
， 
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.乂) To learn about the attitudes and preference of and online newspaper readers in 
the local environment, and assess if different groups of people will have 
different feeling and comments towards online newspapers; 
iii) To recommend publishers on the foture directions of online newspaper, and 
suggest ways to improve readers' acceptance on electronic newspapers. 
In order to attain the above objectives, more specific questions will be asked. 
Some ofthese questions are: 
• What are the objectives and marketing concerns of running an online 
newspaper in Hong Kong? What difficulties are encountered by online 
newspaper publishers? 
• What are the differences for traditional and online newspapers? Are these 
differences favorable or not favorable to newspaper readers? ,, 
• Will demographics affect people's attitudes and preference towards online 
newspapers? Will different groups of online newspaper readers perceive 
differently on electronic newspapers? 
The above questions will formulate as the basic structure of the information 
w» 
that we would like to collect from various parties concerned. On the other hand, 
relevant literature review and the results on previously done research will also form 
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basis of our assumptions and comparisons. A detailed discussion of our research 
methodology will be as follows. 
Research Methodology 
The methods of investigation for this study include the following: 
^ . ' . . . 
i) Exploratory study in the form of a questionnaire to collect valuable attitudes 
and comments from newspaper publishers who have launched their online 
editions; 
ii) Quantitative study conducted through a readers' survey to understand the 
preferences and attitudes of readers towards online newspapers; 
It is worth a while to elaborate more on the details of the questionnaire and survey that 
are used for collecting empirical information. The formulation of the publishers' 
questionnaire (as in Appendix A) intends to obtain more comprehensive and 
professional information from some major newspaper publishers in Hong Kong. This 
questionnaire was designed to capture information related to the launch and operation 
of the online newspaper such as the publishers' objectives, marketing strategies, 
difficulties, internal resources (financial and human) and future directions for 
improvements. Such questionnaire was sent to six major newspaper publishers in �• 
Hong Kong and we received two official responses. The result of this questionnaire 
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will be summarized in the first section of Chapter VI - "Result for the Exploratory 
Study: Two Online Newspaper Publishers in HK". 
The readers' survey (as in Appendix B) was designed to collect newspaper 
readers' attitude and preferences on aspects on the electronic newspaper. The survey 
will classify readers of online newspaper from those that are non-readers. Attitudes of 
these two groups of people on electronic newspapers are compared. More insightful 
information will also be collected from the readers of online newspaper, such as "what 
they think are the important criteria for a good electronic newspaper"; "why they may 
prefer an online newspaper than the conventional printed one", "how they rate their 
most often read online newspaper on attributes such as design, content and "user-
friendliness", and etc. 
Two hundred fifty questionnaires were distributed randomly to different 
targets - undergraduates, both full-time and part-time postgraduate students from the 
university, and other working people from different business sectors through e-mail 
and facsimile. A more detail structure of the survey and its results will be discussed 
in the second and third sections of Chapter VI - "Result for the Quantitative Study, 





RESEARCH F m D m G S 
Result for the Exploratory Study: Two Online Newspaper Publishers in HK 
In the six questionnaires sent to newspaper publishers, we received two 
responses from a couple of English newspaper publishers who have their online 
versions as well. The major findings of such publishers' questionnaire are 
summarised below. (For the full questionnaire, please refer to Appendix A) 
a) Their Major Concerns Before Going Online 
Before going online, publishers have serious concerns about what the cost of 
•I 
running such an online version would be, and how revenues could be generated from 
its operation. They are confused if going online would reduce their circulation. In 
addition, they also worry about technical support for both short and long runs, what 
the competitive strategy of other newspaper publishers would be, and how possible 
the online version would be successful. 
�• 
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b) Their Objectives and Perceived Differences 
These two publishers both launched their online newspaper more than 2 years 
ago. The utmost important objective for them to launch their online version is to 
increase public awareness of their company and to be the leader in the newspaper 
industry who have launched an online newspaper. The next level of objectives is 
either to increase circulation of their printed version, or to compete with other 
publishers who have their newspaper online. It is interesting to note that both of the 
surveyed publishers only consider gaining possible revenue from online advertising a 
lower level objective whose importance fell behind those described earlier in this 
paragraph. 
When citing their perception on the difference of online newspapers to the 
printed one, they both have a congruent view that online newspapers have the 
advantage of being able to include updates of breaking news within the day. In 
addition, online medium gains the benefit of possible interactive information such as 
stock quotes, and other personalising features such as attached sound and video files. 
c) Their Target Audience and How to Reach Them 
The target audience for these online newspapers are mainly for frequent 
Internet users, business travellers and overseas readers. Local readers do not �• 
formulate as the target audience for both of the surveyed online newspapers, since one 
of them still considers valid readership as those from their printed version only. 
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The average number of readership for these two online newspapers varies 
much, with one around 8,000 readers daily and the other more than 20,000 per day. 
To the least extent, these publishers will advertise the existence of their online 
newspaper on their printed newspaper. The more aggressive one will advertise their 
existence on other media such as on self-published printed materials, web-sites of 
frequent Internet "surfer", TV and radios, as well as outdoor and online banner 
advertisements, and during interactions at conferences and trade-shows. 
d) Their Product Concerns and Strategy 
All of the two publishers consider homepage design and layout, as well as 
contents of the news articles important to the successfulness of an online newspaper. 
Other criteria include user-friendliness and frequent update of breaking news. There 
is no compromise on whether searchability of current and past news articles forms the 
basis of a "good" online newspaper. • 
II 
In order to maintain readership on their online newspaper, publishers will put 
effort on consistently improving their newspaper's content, design and user-
friendliness. In addition, they will also provide value-added service for users such as 
area to receive readers' feedback, exchange notices and message centre etc. 
�• 
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e) Their Revenues from Operating Online 
Publishers do not consider the free of charge access of online readers to be a 
lost of revenue. Rather they think it is a channel to increase the awareness of their 
newspaper and thus may also be a way to increase circulation of their printed version 
newspaper. To support the operation of the online newspapers, publishers depend on 
online advertising and classifieds to balance ofF their expenses. 
When asking about if the online medium will compete for their advertising 
revenue, one publisher percepts that the target readers of newspaper advertisement are 
specific and they will not necessarily be drawn away by other online advertising "sites. 
This reflects that some publishers are currently still contended about the stream of 
advertising revenues that go into their online newspaper. 
0 Managing Their Human Resources 
ti 
For running their online newspaper, only one of the two surveyed publishers 
has a separate department to do so. In addition, the human resources that are devoted 
for maintaining an online newspaper site also vary among the two publishers. From 
1-10 staff to 21-30 staff may an online team be consisted of. The job responsibilities 
of these staffmainly include updating the online contents, monitoring and maintaining 
all web applications, as well as to a minor extent providing technical guidance and �• 
advice to management. 
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g) Their Difficulties Encountered in Operation 
The major operational difficulties generally arise from the technical side. 
Since publishers are new on web-doings, they have to set up a new IT department and 
train a whole new team of supporters. In addition, the computer system of the 
company has to be restructured so that old hardware can be compatible with new 
hardware in the Internet era. For vital operation of the online web system, the extract 
of contents from the editorial production system to the online server has to be 
technically reengineered. 
h) Their Direction ofFuture Improvement 
The companies' future plans on improving their newspaper web-sites include 
both technical and "human" sides. Various concerns like the development of online 
archives, using wider access bandwidths and faster supporting machines are the major 
technical focus. Other "humane" concerns are more personalization of their web-
sites, more interactivity as well as multimedia simulations. However, both publishers 




Result for the Quantitative Studv, Part I - Overall Survey Responses 
In this section, the overall results of the readers' survey are discussed. As 
have mentioned, the total number of samples collected were 250，with around 40 of 
them classified as incomplete and were ignored. The samples that we selected were 
those undergraduates, both full time and part time postgraduates in the university, 
and other working people from various business sectors. The ages of our valid 
samples are 44% below 25, and 40% between 26 and 40. Students formulated 55% 
of the respondents, whereas professionals and white collars formulated the other 20% 
and 26% respectively. The survey structure consisted of five sections. Detailed 
discussions of the result are as follows: . 
a) ist Section: Readership Classification and Traits 
In this section of the survey, the leading Questions 3 & 4 will classify the 
respondents as "readers" and "non-readers" of online newspaper according to their 
responses. There were 211 respondents in total. Of them, 61% read print newspaper 
daily, 28% irregularly, 10% weekly and 1% monthly. Among the total respondents, 
168 were classified as "online newspaper readers" and 43 "non-online readers". 
Sixty-three percent of the online readers read print newspaper daily and 24% read it 
irregularly. Of all respondents, 90% of them have access to the Internet. Only 
seventeen percent of the non-online readers have no access to the Internet. Ninety-
»• 
two percent of the respondents were aware of the existence of online newspapers and, 
among them, 87% have read online newspapers. 
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Since "non-online readers" were directed to Question 35 and onwards, the 
responses from Question 5 to 34 was solely obtained from the 168 online newspaper 
readers. Fifty-seven percent of online readers have been reading online newspapers 
for less than a year, 32% for "1-2 years", 10% for "2-3 years" and 2% for "3-4 years". 
Fifty-nine percent of the online readers read only one online newspaper at a time, 
while 32% read two at a time. Fifty-seven percent of the online readers spent less 
than half an hour reading online newspaper every time, and approximately 40% spent 
one hour on the reading. A majority of the online readers do their reading at home, 
28% do it at school, 23% do it in the office and 3% do it somewhere else. 
Over half of the online readers have read the online version 'Apple Daily" and 
‘South China Morning Post’. The next popular ones were ‘Ming Pao Daily News' 
and 'Oriental Daily，. The number of online readers who were aware of the existence 
of online ‘Hong Kong Standard' and ‘Sing Tao Daily’ exceeded the number reading 
them. Over 80% of the online readers never aware of the least popular online 
newspapers like 'Ta Kung Po', 'Wen Wei Po' and 'Hong Kong Commercial News'. 
The newly launched daily in March 1999, ‘The Sun', had only 6% of online 
readership. 
b) 2"d Section: Online Readers' Preferences and Attitudes 
In this section, questions were designed to collect information about online 
»• 
newspaper readers' preferences and opinions about online newspapers. In the first 
question of this section, readers were asked to choose the top three choices of their 
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most interested sections on the online newspapers. The most popular category was 
‘local news' in which 25% of online readers were interested in. ‘World news', 
'FinanceAleal Estate，and ‘Entertainment’ came next with around 18%, 13% and 11% 
of readership respectively. 'Sports', 'Lifestyle and Novel，and ‘Recruitment’ had 
around 7% of online readers who were interested. The least popular sections with 
around 5% readership were ‘China news', 'Classifieds' and 'Computer Information'. 
When asking about what other favorable sections other than major news 
should be included in online newspapers, the ‘recruitment，section had the most votes 
which accounts for 27% of the total votes. 'Lifestyle and Novel’ and 'Readers' 
Comments' had 24% and 21% votes respectively. 'Classifieds' and 'Buy and Sell 
Market’ had less than 15% of votes each. Some respondents also gave comments 
about the sections that should be included in online newspapers which were travelling 
information, horse-racing, specialty and male entertainment. 
Online readers were then asked to evaluate the importance of some 
characteristics for classifying a good online newspaper. The seven characteristics 
used for evaluation were coverage, content, design and outlook, layout and 
attractiveness of pictures, user-friendliness, keyword search, and update of news. All 
ofthe seven items got an average score of approximately "4" which means the readers 
"agreed" that each of the particular characteristics was important for a good online 
newspaper. All of the respondents chose "Agree" than "Strongly Agree" except for �• 
one characteristic which was "user-friendliness". There were more readers choosing 
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"Strongly Agree" than "Agree" for this item. Apparently, user-friendliness is 
considered the most important characteristic in online newspapers. 
There are many reasons why online readers choose online version than the 
print version newspaper. We provided six of them, namely “free of charge", "save 
time", "indexed title", "lower search cost", "environmental friendly", and "more 
interactive", and asked the online readers to evaluate their preference of online 
newspapers to the printed one. A majority of the respondents chose "Neutral" for 
four of the reasons provided which means that they have an indifferent attitude 
towards those characteristics. There were more readers choosing "Agree" than 
"Neutral" for the remaining two reasons, namely "indexed titles" and "environmental 
friendly". Obviously, these are the two main reasons why online readers prefer online 
version to the print version newspaper. 
c) 3rd Section: Online Reader's Opinion on the Marketing Ps 
•I 
In this section, readers were asked to identify one of their most often read 
online newspaper and evaluate the components of that online newspaper. A majority 
of the readers usually read ‘Apple Daily', accounting for 46% of the total response. 
Approximately 25% of the online readers usually read the 'South China Morning 
Post，and the next was ‘Ming Pao Daily News' with 14% of respondents reading it. 
'Sing Tao Daily' and 'Oriental Daily' were the next popular online newspapers, each 
<f 
with around 4% of online readers choosing them as the most often-read newspapers. 
"Asian Wall Street Journal" accounted for 2.3% of readership. Some readers put 
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down other non-Hong Kong online newspapers as their most often-read newspapers 
like Financial Times (London), CNN and New York Times. 
The online readers also recorded their opinions on their most frequently read 
newspaper websites according to a like-it scale with “1” as "Very Good" and "5" as 
"Very Bad. We have analyze the top two newspaper websites which were ‘Apple 
Daily，and ‘South China Morning Post，. Most online readers of the two dailies 
ranked the webpage design, news coverage and user-friendliness as "Good". 
However, over 10% of the respondents think that adequacy of photos and download 
time is "Bad". These may be the areas that the publishers need to improve. The only 
difference between the two websites was that the accuracy of articles in SCMP was 
"Good" and over 10% of readers think that the accuracy of articles in Apple Daily 
was "Bad". 
Of the 168 online readers, 55% said that they still buy the print version 
newspaper even though they read the online version and only 16% said they would 
not do so. Over 60% said that they were unwilling to subscribe for the online 
newspaper service if a charge exists. Around 19% ofthem were willing to subscribe 
i f the price is below 25% of the print version. 
d) 4仇 Section: Preferences & Attitudes for Online and Non-online Readers 
�• 
In this section, all respondents, including the non-online readers, were asked to 
rank their perception towards online newspapers. The online readers and non-online 
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readers had a little difference in their responses. Thirty-three percent of the online 
readers "disagreed" that the online version was highly similar to the print version 
newspaper but 40% of the non-online readers "agreed" to this statement. 
Approximately 36% of the online readers "agreed" that the online version was a close 
substitute to the print version and a majority of the non-online readers had a "neutral" 
attitude towards this statement. About half of the online readers and half of the non-
online readers "agreed" that the online newspapers only captured important news. 
Forty-seven percent of the online readers "agreed that the online articles were only 
summaries from the print version but around half of the non-online readers had a 
"neutral" attitude towards this statement. Both the online and non-online readers had 
a "neutral" perception to statements like "online version is only an electronic digest of 
the print version", "online version is a complement to the print version", "layout and 
pictures were confined in the online newspapers", "update of online news is too slow" 
and "not enough classifieds and advertisements in online newspapers". 
e) 5仇 Section: Demographics of All Respondents .‘ 
Among all 211 respondents, 44% of them aged from 21 to 25, 25% of them 
were between the age o f26 to 30，15% of them were below 20 and 10% ofthem were 
from 31 to 35. Over half of the respondents were female. A majority of the 
respondents were undergraduates, only 30% of them were postgraduates. Half o f the 
readers were students, 26% were white collars and 20% were professionals. Over �• 
60% of the respondents do not have to go on business trips and 23% have unfixed 
business trips. Half of the respondents had a monthly income below HK$10,000 
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since most of them were students. Eighteen percent of the readers had monthly 
income between HK$30,000 and HK$35,000 and 8.5% did not provide income data. 
Result for the Quantitative Studv, 
Part n - T-Tests Between Categories of Respondents 
In addition to the previous section that summarises the overall responses of the 
Customer Survey, this section provides the statistical results of t-tests done to 
compare the responses for different categories of respondents. According to their 
response, all respondents are classified as either "readers of online newspapers" or 
"non-readers of online newspapers". For the readers of online newspapers, 'their 
responses to Question 12-24 of the Customer Survey are further compared according 
to their demographics given. The demographic fields for comparison are: 
i) Gender - Male vs Female 
ii) Usage experience - Experience < 1 year vs Experience > 1 Yeac 
iii) Occupation - Students vs Professionals vs White Collars 
iv) Education - Below College vs Undergraduates vs Postgraduates 
v) Income -BelowHK$lOK vs HK$10K-30K vs Over30K 
For the non-readers ofonline newspaper, their responses to Question 35-43 are 
compared with those of online newspaper readers. The results of the t-tests which 
� • 
reveal a significant difference in the mean scores of the respondents with different 
demographic fields are given below. 
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a) Between Online Newspaper Readers of: 
i. Different Gender (Male vs Female) 
Within these two groups, t-tests done to compare their responses for Questions 
12-24 in the customer survey reveal significant differences in male's and female's 
responses to Questions 19，22 and 23. More specifically: 
• Females agree to a higher degree than males that "reading newspapers online 
is preferred because it is free of charge; 
• Females agree to a higher degree than males that "reading newspapers online 
is preferred because readers can compare news of different publishers without 
paying extra costs; 
• Females agree to a higher degree than males that reading newspapers online is 
more environmental friendly; 
• Pls refer to Study 1 ofAppendix D for more detail. .‘ 
ii. Different Usage Experience (Experience < 1 year vs Experience > 1 Year) 
Within the readers with less than 1 year of usage experience on reading online 
newspaper and that of usage experience more than 1 year, there are significant 
differences for their mean scores on Questions 14 and 19. More specifically: %• 
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• More experienced users agree to a higher degree than the "greener" users that 
design and outlook of the web page is important in good online newspapers; 
• Mofe experienced users agree to a lesser degree than the "greener" users that 
reading online newspapers is preferred because it is free of charge; 
• Pls refer to Study 2 ofAppendix D for more detail. 
iii. Different Occupation (Students vs Professionals vs White Collars) 
Within these three groups, we can see significant differences in the mean 
scores for Questions 12, 14 and 19. These reflect their different attitudes on reading 
online newspaper. More specifically: 
• Students generally do not as concern as professionals and white collars on the 
number of news sections that are covered in online newspapers, although all 
the three groups agrees that the number of news sections is important to good 
electronic newspapers; 
• Students do not concern as much as professional on the design and outlook of 
the web page for online newspapers; 
• Students concern more than both professionals and white collars to the fact 
that reading newspapers online is free of charge; 
• Pls refer to Study 3 of Appendix D for more detail. 
»• 
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iv. Different Education Level (BeIow College vs Undergrad. vs Postgrad.) 
Within people of different education levels, our survey result shows 
� ‘ . 
significant differences on the attitudes of postgraduates and people with less than 
college education on Questions 15 and 18 respectively: 
• Postgraduates consider the layout and attractiveness of attached pictures more 
important in online newspapers than people with undergraduate or below 
college education; 
• People below college education are less concerned on whether online 
newspapers have frequent update ofbreaking news or follow-up on previously 
published news than undergraduates or postgraduates; 
• Pls refer to Study 4 ofAppendix D for more detail. 
V. Different Income Level (Inc. < HK$lOK vs HK$10K-30K vs Over 30K) 
•I 
Within people of different income levels, people with income less than 
HK$lOk have significant different attitudes on responding to Questions 12, 14 and 22; 
while people with income more than HK$30K show diverted preferences on 
answering Questions 16，18 and 19. 
• People with income under HK$lOK generally do not as concern much as other 
� • 
income groups about coverage of news sections, and the design and outlook of 
the web page in online newspapers; 
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• People with income under HK$lOK agree to a higher degree that reading 
online newspaper is preferred since they can compare news of different 
publishers without paying higher costs; 
• People with income over HK$30K concerned more that user-friendliness and 
update ofbreaking news important for a good online newspaper; 
• People with income over HK$30K agree to a lesser degree that online 
newspapers are favoured more because they are free of charge; 
• Pls refer to Study 5 of Appendix D for more detail. 
b) Between Online Newspaper Readers and Non-readers 
i. Overall Readers and Non-readers 
According to the t-test results, the attitudes of readers and non-readers of 
online newspapers do not differ much. The mean scores for Questions 36-43 do not 
have significant difference. However, the mean scores for responses on Question 35 is 
significantly different for online newspaper readers and non-readers. More 
specifically: 
• Online newspaper readers generally more cling to disagree that electronic 
newspapers are highly similar to the print versions, while non-readers of 
online newspapers agree to a more degree that both electronic newspaper and 
� • 
its printed versions are highly similar; 
• Pls refer to Study 6 of Appendix D for more detail. 
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CHAPTER VII � / 
mXERPRETATION OF SURVEY RESULTS 
In this section, we will try to interpret the survey results that are obtained from 
our readers' survey. The first half of this interpretation will be for the overall survey 
response, while the latter half will account for the mean differences in the t-tests done 
for different categories of respondents. 
For Result of the Quantitative Study, Part I - Overall Survey Responses 
As for the 168 online newspaper readers, 90% of them have been reading 
newspaper online for less than two years. This reveals that the influence of the 
Internet may start to strike local citizens from as far as two years ago. On the other 
hand, over 57% of online newspaper readers will use less than half an hour to read 
electronically, while 40% will use an hour to do so. This shows the possibility that 
more than half of the online readers are either swift readers, or else they may only 
pick and read the news that most interested them. However, there is still two-fifth of 
online newspaper readers who possibly consider online newspapers a serious news 
medium to get information and therefore deserve more time to read. �• 
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On the other hand, the most frequent sections that online newspaper readers 
spend time to read are still local news, world news, as well as financial information 
and affairs in the entertainment industry. This newspaper reading behaviour is similar 
to that in the printed newspapers. What we can infer from this is that newspaper 
reading habit seems to be no different in either reading the paper version or the online 
version. Base on the only fact of similar contents and other things equal, readers may 
favour equally on the paper or online versions. This proposition is further 
strengthened by the survey result that online readers only slightly agree that online 
newspapers are preferred than the printed one in the concerns like free of charge 
access, saves reading time, more interactive and convenient, as well as more 
environmental friendly to do so. • 
On the other hand, online readers generally agree that for a good online 
newspaper, basic concerns like news coverage and contents are as important as the 
other basic criteria that are usually found on highly accepted web sites - those criteria 
like web page design and outlook, layout and attractive pictures, user-friendliness and 
searchability of news articles. This shows that in order for online newspapers to be 
successful and widely accepted, both merits of traditional newspapers (i.e. content) as 
well as that from computer technology have to be blended together. 
In fact, most online newspaper readers give rather positive comment on the 
newspaper web-sites' design, coverage, attractiveness and user-friendliness. The �• 
rating on their most frequently read online newspapers has an average score of 
between the "Good" and "Neutral". This implies that there is still room for online 
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newspaper to improve their newspaper web page so that the acceptance of their web 
sites can be pushed to an above average level. 
To the other end, still more than 85% of online readers retain the habit of 
buying printed newspapers, either sometimes buy or will usually buy. This may 
uncover the fact electronic newspapers are not up to a stage at which they can fully 
replace the printed version. Perhaps it is due to the fact that printed newspaper still 
has the merit of being able to be carried along, and therefore can be read without the 
hardware problem. Or else, the long tradition of reading a paper newspaper was not 
yet vanished by the technological advancement of the electronic medium. 
Moreover, when talking about subscription fees, over 97% of online 
newspaper readers are not yet ready to pay for such virtual source of news reporting. 
The reason for this "belief could not be concluded at this moment. It may be due to 
the fact that readers are used to the free of charge nature of reading the newspaper 
electronically. Or it may be the consequence of a low perceived value in whjch online 
newspaper readers do not consider it worthy of paying anything for the current 
standard of electronic newspapers. 
For Result ofthe Quantitative Studv. 
Part n - T-Tests Between Categories of Respondents 
� • 
It may be true that females are more "money" concern than males do. 
Therefore, it becomes natural that females will agree more than males that reading 
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online newspaper is more preferred since it is free of charge to do so. Similar, 
females may agree to a larger extent that reading online newspaper is more 
environmental friendly. 
On the other hand, online newspaper readers with longer usage experience 
agree to a larger extent that design and layout of a newspaper web-page is an 
important criteria for the online newspaper to be classified as "good". This finding 
can be explained by the fact that more stringent standard will be imposed by the more 
heavy users. In fact not only does the criteria of"design and outlook" receives higher 
concern. All other criteria proposed for a good online newspaper attained higher 
score ofimportance from more heavy online newspaper readers. . 
From the mean score comparison, students generally gives lower score for 
both coverage of news sections and design or outlook of web-page as important 
concerns for a good online newspaper. It seems that students may only read 
selectively on the sections of online newspapers and thus coverage of ne\y3 sections 
are not their major concern as long as the can locate their desired section in the online 
newspaper. Moreover, when their reading time is relatively short (since they only 
read selected sections), they do not require amazingly attractive design and outlook to 
keep them "surfing" on the newspaper web-site. On the other hand, since students 
have rather low or zero income, it is natural for them to appreciate online newspapers 
more since such news sources can be accessed free ofcharge. 
»• 
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It is interesting to see that people of income greater than HK$ 30K will 
consider increased user-friendliness and more frequent update of breaking news to be 
important criteria for identifying a good electronic newspaper. It is perhaps the busy 
nature of these large-salary-making beings that require more efficient use of their 
time. Thus higher user-friendliness may mean a reduced number of key-strokes for 
reaching particular news articles. On the other hand, these higher income groups will 
need to be fast in reaching breaking news so that they will not lose any valuable 
opportunity of getting favourable returns for their investments. 
Last but not least, we see that online newspaper readers disagree to a slight 
scale that online newspapers are highly similar to the print one, while non-readers 
agree to this statement on a slight scale. This may reveal the fact that non-readers 
generally perceive that online newspaper are no different than the printed one, and 
thus they have no desire or interest to take a look at newspaper electronically. 
However, online readers to the contrast understand more about the advantages of 
reading newspaper through the line. Thus this understanding keep pulling online 





It is inevitable that under the competitive environment should aggressive 
newspaper publishers launch their online version as well. Our questionnaire on 
publishers reveals that the founding of an online version is now a matter of protecting 
readers' awareness to a particular newsprint. Going online is currently not a way to 
get extra revenues from either receiving subscription fees or online advertising 
venues. Rather, moving towards the cyberspace serves more the purpose of publicity 
and perpetuating of company image. It is hoped that profound company reputation 
will help to keep up circulation and therefore maintain a stable stream of revenue for 
the printed version. 
ti 
Hence, all investment to both setting up the newspaper in the cyberspace and 
maintaining its daily operation can be considered as an investment in the long run. 
However, publishers are trying their best to balance their expenses from sources like 
online advertisements and classifieds. They are also experimenting the feasibility of 
new revenue sources like pay service for news archives. They are always moving 
with the technology for any potential improvement oftheir balance sheets. 
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However, the number of online readers who are interested in the newspaper 
web-site still determines how successful any new revenue source can be. It is useless 
to operate an electronic newspaper that has little readership. For our survey result, we 
can see that online newspaper readers generally agree that criteria like content & news 
coverage, web-page design & layout, as well as user-friendliness are important to 
whether they would like to surf in a particular virtual newspaper site. Thus it is 
advisable for newspaper publishers to keep working on the improvement of such 
product attributes. Publishers share this same insight as they also value highly on the 
importance of these "attributes" to their online paper's successfulness. 
It is interesting to disclose in our survey that online readers perceive electronic 
newspapers to be a blend of traditional newspaper and the cyberspace technology (see 
Section 7.1). Therefore, for an online newspaper to retain substantial acceptance and 
high access rate, publishers need to work more tangibly on content, as well as 
intangibly on increasing the degree of"attractiveness" oftheir web-sites. Since online 
newspaper readers are frequent Internet "surfers", they are exposed to every new Net-
“ 
appealing technological advancement. Readers will naturally generate in their minds 
a comparison for "good" and "bad" web designs. Thus it is important for publishers 
to equip their web-pages with the very best degree of technological update and 
advancement, so that positive comment and usage are assured from the online readers. 
On the other hand, as timeliness and interactivity are the greatest merits that go 
along with the Net-technology, publishers are highly recommended to provide readers 
with value-added features. These are like updating of breaking news, instant stock 
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quote and financial news, as well as other online customer services like comment on 
editorials, chat-rooms for hot news. It is also favourable to add both sound and video 
clips to news articles so that readers can enjoy richer information which should 
improve the attractiveness of the web-site accordingly. 
Last but not least, although the survey result indicate that some groups of 
respondents may favour to a larger extent on some product attributes of the online 
newspaper (for example, more experienced online readers are found to value more on 
the design and outlook of the web-page), the basic concerns of all online readers are 
actually very similar. Hence, for reaching the existing readers of the online 
newspaper, a homogenous product strategy is recommended for publishers to market 
their online newspaper. On the other hand, non-readers of online newspapers are 
probably away from the Internet cyberspace and therefore they could not yet feel the 
possible merits of the newspaper on the online medium. Therefore, reaching these 
non-readers will take longer efforts when they gradually acquaint with using the 







The development of the Internet which serves as an important media for 
information dissemination indirectly gave birth to electronic newspapers in the 
cyberspace. Historical research hypothesised that publishers went online because they 
would like to receive subscription fee for a new stream of revenue, and in order to be 
more reactive to competitive situation in the market place. 
The former reason has been proved to be invalid or not acceptable under the 
current value-pay-off of the online newspaper readers, at least proved by the result of 
the survey undergone, as well as from the comment received from local newspaper 
publishers who have gone online. The latter reason of retaining competitiveness is 
translated into the understanding that going online can create substantial awareness 
which in turn is envisioned for a catch back in the circulation level. 
In order to gain acceptance from the online readers, both contents and 
coverage o f the electronic newspaper have to be improved, as well as those attributes 
tJiat are Net-tech related - the user-friendliness, attractiveness and interactivity of 
reading the newspaper online. Value-added features are definitely adding advantage 
to the online newspaper over the printed version. The future directions of online 
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newspaper should focus on both hardware superiority (i.e. access bandwidth, speed 
and capacity), and the creation of personalised information centres for readers to get 





LEMITATION OF THE STUDY 
The limitation of the study lies in the fact that around 50% of the sample 
respondents are students and thus the result of the survey may be biased towards their 
responses in both the occupation category and that of income less than HK$ 10,000. 
Moreover, the location in which we collect samples are not diverse enough and 
therefore the responses may not be representative enough for a large range of 
traditional newspaper readers. 
On the other hand, the response rate for publishers' questionnaire is rather low. 
Only two samples are collected and thus it definitely cannot represent what the whole 
newspaper industry conceptualise. However, still to a certain degree that the 
responses are congruent with related literature findings. Therefore it is still trust_ 
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1. How long have your company launched • less than 1 year ‘ ~ 
the online version newspaper? • 1 - 2 year(s) 
• 2 一 3 year 
• more than 3 years 
2. What is/are your company's • to increase public awareness of your 
objective(s) for setting up the online company 
version newspaper? Please also rank the • to increase circulation of the printed 
degree of importance in a scale of 1 (the version 
most important) to 6 (the least • to be considered as the trend of the 
important). industry 
Q to be the leader in the industry who have 
an online edition newspaper 
Q to compete with other publishers who 
have online edition newspapers 
Q to gain possible revenue from online 
advertising 
• others (please specify) 
3. Which of the above objective(s) has • 1 ~~D~2~~• 3 • 4 : 
your company achieved by now? • 5 • 6 • 7 • 8 
4. How is the online version newspaper • no difference ‘ ‘ 
different from the printed version • online version only captures important headlines 
(except on the display media)? from the printed version 
• articles online are only summaries of those in the 
printed version 
• breaking news within the day are updated on the 
online version upon occurrence 
• layout and insertion of pictures are confined in 
“ the online version 
• limited revenues for classified advertisements 
• other differences (please specify) 
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5. Who are your target users for the online Target Users Age Group 
version newspaper and what is/are the • frequent Internet users • 13 - 19 years old 
target age group(s)? • frequent business travelers • 20 - 30 years old 
• local readers • 30 - 40 years old 
• overseas readers • over 40 years old 
• potential readers for the 
printed version 
• others ^)lease specify) 
6. What indicators does your company use • the number of online readers 
to measure the success of the online • the increase in circulation of the primed version 
version newspaper? • positive feedback from online readers on the 
design, content' and user-friendliness 
• superiority than other publisher's online 
newspapers in reader's acceptance and Values 
provided 
• the increase in the number and revenue of 
online advertisements 
• others (please specify) 
7. What is the average number of online • under 2,000 • 10,001-15,000 
readers per day? • 2,001 - 5,000 • 15,001-20,000 
• 5,001 - 8,000 • ^ (ph specify) 
• 8001 - 10,000 • data not available 
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8. Through what ways does your company • no advertisements have ever been made 
advertise/market the existence of your • in the printed version newspaper 
online newspaper? • in other self-published printed materials 
• at homepage(s) of local Internet Service 
Provider(s) 
• • in websites which online newspaper readers will 
frequently visit 
Q in other magazine advertisements 
Q in TV/radio advertisements 
• other methods (please specify) 
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9. What is the total estimated monthly 一 “~~“ 
advertising expense for your online HK$ per month 
newspaper? 
10. What does your company think are the • design of the homepage ‘ 
key components of a successful online • contents of the news articles 
newspaper? • layout and attractiveness of pictures attached 
• user-friendliness (e.g. indexing of articles, no. of 
clicks to reach desired news clip ....) 
• searchability of current and past news articles 
by keyword or subject 
• frequent updating of breaking news or follow-
up on previously published news 
• others ^)lease specify) 
11. How do you maintain your online • regular advertisements of the online paper 
readership? • discount or free on membership fees 
• promotional offers together with other 
companies ( e . g . computer-related devices, 
concert tickets, etc.) 
• consistently improving content, design and 
user-friendliness of the web 
• provide value added service for online users (e.g. 
customer feedback, message service, free 
“ 
classifieds for items being sough/on sale....) 
• others ( p l e a s e specify) 
12. Do you find the online medium a threat to your classified or advertising revenues in the 
printed version newspaper? What nature are these threats? 
13.What is your company's attitude towards readers' free-of-charge access to your online 
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14. A search engine based news database may be a future source of revenue for newspaper 
publishers. Does your company plan to establish one? Why or why not? 
Section 4: toernal Kes(mt<xi (FaiaBc6 Sc Maaagement) 
15. Do you have a separate department for • Yes “ ‘ 
the operation and maintenance of your • No 
online newspaper? 
16. How many full-time staff are in the • 1 - 10 ‘ ‘ 
online newspaper department/work • 11 - 20 
group? • 21 - 30 
• more than 30 • 
17. What is the % of full-time staff in your “ “ ~ 
online newspaper department/work % of total staff 
group in the total number of staff in the 
company? 
18. What are the main responsibilities of • to provide content summaries of the printed 
your full-time staff in the online version 
newspaper department/work group? • to update the online newspaper daily 
• to access the internet connectivity capabilities 
• to maintain and update all Web applications 
contents 
• to monitor and update the Web related systems 
• to provide technical guidance and advice to 
management 
• others ^Dlease specify) 
19. What sources of revenue can the online • the online paper cannot bring any revenue 
version newspaper bring to your • reader membership fee 
^mpany? • online advertising charge 
• sponsor from business partners 
• others (please specify) 
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20. What percentage can the revenue from • below 10% Q41-50% • 71-80% 
the online paper balance its running • 11-20% • 51-60% • 81-90% 
costs? Q21-30% • 61-70% • over 90% 
• 31-40% 
21. What is the estimated monthly 
maintenance cost (including labor costs, HK$ per month 
equipment maintenance, etc.) of your • % in labor costs 
online version newspaper? And how is • % in equipment maintenance 
the amount allocated? • % in ISP charges 
• % in others (please specify) 
^ • S ; O t t e Q — m 
22. What were the main concerns when your company first considered launching the onli'ne 
edition of your newspaper? 
23. What were the difficulties encountered in launching and running the online version 
newspaper? 
“ 
24. What improvements does your company think that Hong Kong online newspaper should 
make? 
25. What is your company's future plan on furthering improving the online newspaper? 
� • 
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1. How often do you read printed newspapers? 
• Daily • Weekly • Monthly • Irregularly 
2. Do you have access to the Internet? • Yes • No 
3. Do you aware the existence of electronic newspapers? 
• Yes • No please go to Question 35) 
4. Have you ever read any electronic newspapers? 
• Yes • No please go to Question 35) 
5. Do you aware and even have read the following newspapers that are available online? 
please “ / ” as many as you are aware or have read) 
Newspaper Aware Read Newspaper Aware Read 
Apple Daily • • ~ " M i n g PaoDailyNews ^ ^ 
Oriental News Daily • 0 Hong Kong Standard Q ^ 
The Sun • • South China Morning Post • Q 
Sing Tao Daily • • Hong Kong Commercial News Q Q 
Wen Wei Po • • TaKung Po 0 • 
6. How long have you been reading electronic newspapers? 
• < 1 year • 1 to 2 years • 2 to 3 years • 3 to 4 years • > 5 years 
7. How many electronic newspaper(s) do you usually read at a time? 
• one only • two • three • four • five • > fiyp 
8. How much time do you spend on reading online newspaper(s) at a time? 
• less than 1/2 hour • around 1 hour • around 1.5 hours 
• around 2 hours • more than 2 hours 
9. Where do you usually read newspaper online? 
• Office • School • Home • Others：  
10. What sections on the electronic newspaper are you interested in? 
5^1ease “ / ” the top 3 choices) 
• World news • Local news • China news • Finance/Real estate News 
• Sports news • Lifestyle and novel section • Recruitment advertisements 
• Computer and related information • Classified ads • Entertainment news 
• Others ^^lease specify: ) • 
11. What other sections (except major news) do you think are necessary in an electronic newspapers? 
• Lifestyle and novel section • Recruitment advertisements 
• Classified advertisements • Readers' comments/editors' feedback 
• Readers' buy and sell market • Others ^)ls specify： ) 
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Question 12-24: Please circle a scale number according to your comment on each of the statements. 
Statements Slrongly Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly 
Disagree Agree 
12. Coverage of news section is important in gd online newspapers. 1 2 3 4 5 
13. Contents of news articles are important in gd online newspapers. 1 2 3 4 5 
14. Web design & outlook is important in gd online newspapers. 1 2 3 4 5 
15. Layout and attractiveness of attached pictures are important in a 1 2 3 4 5 
good electronic newspaper. 
16. User-friendliness is important in a good electronic newspaper. 1 2 3 4 5 
17. Keyword and subject search of current and past news articles is 1 2 3 4 5 
important in a good electronic newspaper. 
18. Update of breaking news or follow-up on previously published 1 2 3 4 5 
news is important in a good online newspaper. 
19. Reading electronic newspaper is preferred because online 1 2 3 4 5 
publishers do not charge the readers. 
20. Reading electronic newspaper can save time as the articles are 1 2 3 4 5 
generally shorter than those in the printed version. 
21. Reading electronic newspaper is more efficient as the article titles 1 2 3 4 5 
are indexed for easier reference. 
22. Reading online newspaper is preferred as readers can compare 1 2 3 4 5 
news of different publishers with lower costs. 
23. Reading newspaper online is preferred because it is more 1 2 3 4 5 
environmental friendly to do so. 
24. Reading online newspaper is more interactive than reading the 1 2 3 4 5 
paper version. 
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25. Which electronic newspaper do you most often read? “ 
Please ' V " the most appropriate degree for each of the following components in your most often 
read electronic newspaper. 
Components Very Good ~~Good~~ Neutral 5^ VeryBad 
26. Webpage outlook • • • • • 
27. News coverage • • • • • 
28. Accuracy of news articles • • • • • 
29. Adequacy of attached photos • • • • • 
30. User-friendliness • • • • • 
31. Download time for news arti • • • • • 
32. Conneaion time to webpage • • • • • 
33. Do you still buy printed versions of any newspapers when you read newspapers online? 
• No • Sometimes • Yes 
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34. What is the price (% of the printed newspapers' retail price) that you are willing to pay if 
readers need to pay subscription fees for reading electronic newspapers? 
• No, I am not willing to subscribe 
• below 25% • 25 - 50% • 51 - 75% • 76 - 99% 
• same as printed version's retail price • higher than printed version's retail price 
i i ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ H ^ ^ H i ^ ^ ^ ^ H ^ 
Question 35-43: Please circle a scale number according to your comment on each of the statements. 
Statements Strongly Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly 
Disagree Agree 
35. Electronic newspapers are highly simihr to printed ones except 1 2 3 4 5 
they are in different mediums. 
36. Electronic newspaper is an electronic digest of the printed ones. 1 2 3 4 5 
37. Electronic newspapers are close substitutes of the printed ones. 1 2 3 4 5 
38. Electronic newspaper are complements of the printed ones. 1 2 3 4 5 
39. Electronic newspaper only captures important headlines from the 1 2 3 4 5 
printed version. 
40. Electronic newspaper articles are only summaries of those in the 1 2 3 4 5 
printed version. 
41. Layout & insertion of pictures are confined in online newspapers. 1 2 3 4 5 
42. Update of breaking news on electronic newspaper is too slow. 1 2 3 4 5 
43. Classifieds & advertisements on online newspapers is not enough. 1 2 3 4 5 
l H _ I W 
44. What is your age and sex? 
• below 20 • 21 - 25 • 26 - 30 • 31 - 35 • 35 - 40 
• 41 - 45 • 46 • 50 • over 50 „ 
45. What is your sex? • Female • Male 
46. What is your education level? 
• below high school • high school • matriculation 
• undergraduate • postgraduate 
47. What is your occupation? 
• student • professional • gov't employees • white collar 
• blue collar • self-employed • retired • others: 
48. How often do you have business trips? 
• weekly • bi-weekly • monthly • bi-monthly • quarterly 
• semi-annuallyQ annually • not fixed • not necessary 
49. What is your monthly income level? 
• below HK$ 10,000 • HK$ 10,001 - 15,000 • HK$ 15,001 - 20,000 
• HK$ 20,001 - 25,000 • HK$ 25,001 - 30,000 • over HK$ 30,000 
- P a g e 3 -
Q1] H«w dftea dey4M iwid priMcd Mwipi^MrT ... rr��% --, 
AtimPM<kBtt:.jgg::: bi? 
— 01 I 
Data DaH^ Weekly Monthly IrreKulariy Grand ToUl 
Number 129 22 2 58 2U 
Percentege 61.1% 10.4% 0 ^ 27.S% 100.0% 
Online reidtr> ;.络 
— Q' I 
Data Da|a WeekW MonthW Ifregulariy Grand ToUl 
Number 106 21 1 40 I i s 
PercentaKC 63.1% 12.5% Oj5% 23.g% 100.0¾ 
Nw-rwdtn ...:,擔 
— 01 I 
Data Daliy Weekly Monthly Irrepilariy Grand Total 
Number 23 I 1 18 43 
PercentaKC 53.5% 23% 2 J% 41.9% 100.0% 
Q^  »«”• fc*v*»ttm»tiM;&it^r ,s:u,^  ���,. 
AB rwMBdratt、巧_丨_叫謎她，；^:. 
— 02 I ~ 
Dat« Yes No Grand Total 
Number [90 T\ 2M 
Percentage 90.0% lO.OV. 100.0% 
OnHnere.d.jr-a.：. , 
02 I 
Data Yej No Grand Total 
Number lM 4 I i s 
Perccntage 97.6¾ 2.4% 100.0% 
Nttn-ttidm '•'-"" «^ >««:::…… 
r 92 I  
Pata Yes No Grand Total 
Number 26 f? 43 
Pcrccntage 60.5% 39.S% | 100.0% 
05:AwyirtiW_bf‘trirtSi&^diiti^ S#«piii»«rtr_ r^ 
“ 
AU reiDondeaU 。：, 
03 I 
DMa XSi No Grand Total 
Number 155 i s Wl 
Perccntage 91.5% 8.S'/. 100.0¾ 
Q4s H»vc miivw mi m^mm»it»m,p»»tr^ mm-^^mrnrn. 
^yi reiDondenti ,.‘1^  
— 0^  I "1 
Data Yes No Grand Total 
Number 16S 25 l93 
P e r c e _ e 87.0% 13,0*/. 100.0% 
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Q5: Do yot  ftWAre and have read the foOowbig oaUne ncwip«pmt MMMH^  
OaiBgrwdOT » %b 枯 
Online Newipapcr Hsve Read % Havc Read | Aw«re % Awarc |“Neither % Neither 
Apple Daily l09 ¢4.9% 33 19.6V. ^ i s l % ~ 
South China Moming Post 104 61.9% 36 2X .4% 2S 16.7% 
Ming Pao Daily News 58 34.5% 36 21.4% 74 44.0% 
Oriental News Daily 51 30.4% 42 25.0% 75 44.6% 
Hong Kong Standard 39 23.2% 60 35.7% 69 4MV. 
Sing Tao Daily 38 22.6% 49 29.2% 81 48.2V. 
Thc Sun 10 6.0% 27 16.1% 131 78.0% 
Hong Kong Commercial Ncws 5 3.0% 21 12.5% 142 84.5% 
Wen Wei Po 3 1.8% 21 12.5V. 144 85.7% 
Ta Kung Po 2 1.2% 丨 29 17.3V> | 137 81.5¾ 
Q^ :KtowNn^ _yirabiMrtA<U^ ilieiriMaeiMR|VitijHiiiMtrMHI 
_ , , •• " ,Bv^y,..; i. 
Online reidcri 
k ~ <y^  I ~| 
2 ^ < 1 Ycar U2 Ycars 2-3 Years 3~4 Years Grand Total 
Number 96 53 l6 3 m Percentage 57,1% 31.5% 9^ 1.8% | 100.0¾ 
Q7i How many clktnMk a«wipapcr<i) do yfm md at • timet _寐丄—碗_ 二 
Online readen 
— 丨 Q7 I I 
SS!2 1 Only Two Three Four Five >Fivc | GrandTotai 
Number 99 53 10 3 I 2 m 
Percentage 58.9% 31.5% 6^ ] ^ 0^ 1.2% | 100.0% 
Q«： aWilitthtiMe40yoMipemlo_ rMdingMUMM|ij;Hqw<i)at«ti»e7 脚 
Qnllnt rcadmfc 
一 I Q8 I 
2 2 S < 1/2 Hour 1 Hour 1.5 Hours 2 Hours Grand ToUl 
Number 96 66 5 i m 
Percentage 57.1% 39.3% 3JD[% 0.6% | 100.0¾ 
W Wht_.__dlritJMliii^ pewwrtbwr -^^^;r;: . ^^^ 
Ottlinc rtMdtf^  
Office School Home O t b e n Gnidd ToUl 
Number 45 55 5 1 5 m 
Percentage 23.0% 2S.1% 46.4% 2.6% | lOO.Q% 
Qlft5 mrnt >eokm_ on ibttteetnwkA^ wipftptriuiyow himttMW 口 
Online rcidcri 
Categorief |~Number Percentage 
Local Ncws U 9 24.8% 
World Ncws 88 18.3% 
Financc / Real Estate 63 13.1% 
Entertainment 51 10.6% 
SporU 33 6.9% 
Lifestyle and Novel 30 6.3% 
Recniitment 30 6.3% 
Computer Information 23 4.8% 
Classfieds 23 4.S% 
China News 19 4.0% 
Others: ^PiacuMion" I ¢.2% 
Grand Total 480 )OO.QV, 
P a g e 2 o f 7 
mMmmmmwmmhummMmm 
Qlli:i:Wbairofbiirncttonrito/yMrthidifc:MV.ttMCiury^ :fat:W:ci(ctfMk_ewfpapcr?丨丨'- • 一 . •• • 
$Metmdei^' : . ._. 
Sectioni ~Number Percentage 
Recruitment W 27.3% 
Lifestyle and Novel 60 23.7% 
Readers' Comments 52 20.6% 
Classifieds 34 13.4% 
Buy and Sell Market 31 12.3¾ 
Others* 7 2.8% 
Grand Total 253 100.0% 
_ Include items such as travel, horse-racing,speciality and male entettainments 
Q»*QlS»jWbMyi*i«<t^ lk< «re tap«rMMto • good vMm Mwtpap*rT 
QnllBtroHltn 
V. Disagree Diiagrec Neutral Agree Ven- Ajree Av(. Score sTOev“ 
Q12: Coverage OW T ,^ 12.5¾ 50.0% 515% 4x[ i^5 
1 6 ^ 84 » 
Q13: Content il% 00% 10.7% 48^2% 3?9% 4!26 0^ 
2 0 [8 M 2^  
Q": Design & Outlook OW TW» 22.0% 4i!2% 26!5% 3M i^l ！ 5 H 8J ^  
Q>5: L*yout & Picture il% To% 25.6% 51.2% I9!0% 3!i4 ^ 
2 5 43 |6 n  
Q16: User-friendlineii 1.2% 1.2% 14.3% 41,1% 42.3% 02 ai2 
2 2 24 W 7] 
Q17: Keyword Se*rch 1.2% 2,4% 14.3% 45,2% 36.9% 4 l 4 0!i4 
2 4 24 76 M  
Q18: Upda teofNewi 0.6% 2.4% 18.S% 49.4% 29.2% 4I04 0 ^  
1 4 _3J 83 49  
QW - Q24:Whym online newipipm «drt ph>ftunwltfuui the priated ooc? • � 
Onlint rtaden' 
V. Disagree Disagree Neutral Agrcc Veiy Agree Avg. Score s T 5 w ~ ~ 
Q19:FreeofCh.rge il% 1 ^ 3sl% WW, i?^ JJi 095 
3 [8 M 55 M  
Q20:S.veTime 3.0% 26.2% 44.0% 22.0% 4.8¾ rw 08? 
5 44 74 H g  
Q21: Indexed TiUes 1.2% 13.7% 33.9% 43.5% 7.7% 3：43 ol? 
2 M $7 73 n  
Q22:LowerScarchCoi t 2.4% 11.9% 42.3% 33.3% 10.1% 3 ^ 7 oTT “ 
4 20 7] 56 n  
Q23: Environmental Friendly 1.8% 7,1% 36.3¾ 39.3% 15.5% 3 ! ^ 0 9 0 
3 12 ^ 66 M  
Q24: Morc Interactive 3.6% 15.5% 47.6% 26.2% 7.1% iiTi a90  
6 26 |0 44 n  
QMj Wbtek _M Mwi|Mpu< «* ,M _aily_f 
Oniint rM(kn .—: 
Newipapen ~~Number Perccntagc 
Apple Daily 80 4 6 . 0 % ~ 
South China Moming Post 43 24.7% 
Ming Pao Daily News 25 |4.4% 
Sing Tao Daily 8 4.6% 
Oriental Dally News 7 4.0% 
Asian Wall Street Journal 4 2.3% 
Financial Times (London) 3 l .7% 
CNN 2 1.1% 
New York Times 2 l . l % 
Grand Total 174 100.0¾ 
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^^mm^mmsmmmmimMM 
mr mi.l 111MMI (Ill"lMIMIIM<>>I|I ^k^ IIMlllll MHII|H|l|l| l“p!illi||f" 一 
Annl*n*Mv ,••? 
"PPW iwiy .; 。。：?。iHS«;ijBj)ifciftHiji&:“:,. 
VeryGood Good Nentral fiiid Very Bad Avg. Scorc StDcv“ 
Q26: Webpage Deiign s W . 64.6% 25.3¾ H % 00% i l 9 O60 
7 5J 20 I 0  
Q27: Newi Coverage T6% 51.9% 36.7% fI% 2l% i35 o^ 
6 11 » ! 2  QM: Accunicy of Articlei 6J% 24.1% 55.7% 12.7% il% 135 0^ 
5 [9 44 JO 1  
Q29: Adequ*cy of Photoi T6% 35.4% 44.3% i I w 00% 0 5 076 
6 M 35 12 0  
Q30: UicrFriendlinets i!5% 49.4% 39.2% i3% i3% 535 0¾ 
7 39 3J ! 1  
Q31: Download Time 6^3% 27.8% 48.1% I?5% 0% 239 0^ 
5 22 n n 1  
Q32: Time to Connect 8.9% 32,9% 49,4% 6.3% 2.5% i j 9 o ^  
7 M 39 5 2  
SonthChtea MoraSng P«rt„ 
VeryGood G^ Neutral Bad VeryBad Av|.Scorc siuDev“ 
Q2<: Webpage Design 11.6% 69.8% 18.6% o!o% oo% 5!o7 oTs 
5 30 8 0 0 . 
<J27: Newi Coverage 20.9% 60.5% 18.6¾ 00% 2l% H5i OM 
9 26 8 0 0 . 
Q2g: Accuracy of Articles 20.9% 67.4% 11.6% 0.0% o.O% T5i 0 l 7 
9 29 5 0 0 ‘ 
QW： Adequacy of Photot 14.0% 27.9% 44.2% iTo% 00% Og o^ 
6 n j2 6 0  
Q30: Uf«r Friendlinesi 14.0% 60.5% 23.3% 2.3% 0.0% 2J4 06i 
6 U W 1 0  
Q31: Download Time 5!3% 27.9% 50% iTo% 00% 5!?j 0i4 
4 n 2] 6 0  
Q32: Time to Connect 11.6% 39.$% 41.9% 7.0% 0.0% 2 !^ o i o  
5 12 n 3 0  
MiogPMDaUyN<nra% 
Very Good G^ Neutral iiid VcryBad Avg. Score StDev“ 
Q26: Webpage Deiign 4^2% 54.2V. 37.5% T 5 x 00% 2!42 ^ 
1 [3 9 1 0  
Q27: Newi Cover«ge ~ 7 W , 66.7% 2Sm 4^2% 00% 2!29 062  
I 16 6 1 0  
Q28: Accur*cy of Articles 16.7% 54.2% 29.2% O.OV, 0 0% r H ^  
4 12 7 0 0  
Q29: AdequacyofPhotoi 4.2% 41.7% 45.8% 4.2% 4.2% E55 ^ 
! JO n 1 1  
Q3«: Uwr Fricndlineu ~"00% 4?8% 50^ T5% 00% Tu 0« 
0 u n 1 0  
Q31: Download Time 8J% 29.2% sF3% 4^ 00% 5!ii ol^  
2 2 H 1 0  
Q32: Timc to Connect 8.3% 33.3% 54.2% 4.2% 0.0% 2!58 072  
2 8 13 1 0  
Sh>gTwD>ily^  
- VeryGood cSJd Neutnil iiid Stry Bad Avg. Score St.Dev 
Q26: WebpageDesign 00% W w , 42：9% o!o% 00% ^ 3 0 l 3 ~ 
0 4 3 0 0 
Q27: Newi Coverage 0^ 28：6% 7M% oi% 00% Th ^ ~ 
2 2 5 0 0  
Q2»: Accur.cy ofArtide. 0.0% 28,6% 71.4% 0.0% 0 0% i T \ ^  
2 2 5 0 0 
QW： Adequwy of Photoi 00% R3% 8Sl% 0^ 0W Jw ^  
2 ！ 6 0 0 
Q30:U*erFriendlineM ^ 419% 5^1% 00% 0 ^ 257 0 l3“ 
2 3 4 0 0  
Q31: Download Time 0：^  i ^ TTW iT5% OW 3 00 oTi~ 
2 ！ 5 1 0 
Q32:Time toConnect U^, 42：9% 42：9% 00% ^ 2 29 o l6“ 
I 3 3 0 0 . 
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侧 咖 _ _ b^_tCd M0np«PW«t mmmmmm^^mrn^ 
一 Q» I 
Data J ^ Sometime， Yes Grand Total 
Number 27 48 93 i ^ i 
Perctntage 16.1% 2g.6% 55.4% 100.0% 
Q34: What btke fubteriptk>a fcci wnfai|to m forraadtav mdlm Mw*piptnf|: ta % ofpriatMl MwipmMr*i price.) 
^ Q34 I 
P » " 0% Below 25% 2$-SOV. 51-75% 100% OnQuality GrandTotai 
Number 108 32 20 3 4 1 1 ^ 
Pcrcenuge 64,7V. l9.2% 12.0% JJ% ^% 0.0% 100.0V. 
03i*Q4i:Wfcl"wi*(Mte^ i>itd<wi<ftwMii^ iwrtiMw#fpgp*ir"""""""i 
AU rwpgntftBti >>；：；,»,««. 
V. Disagree Disagree Neutral A|ree VeryAgrec Av|.Scort sToev“ 
Q35: Highly similar? JW, 31.8% 30.3V. 29.9% 5!i% iiw 0^ 
11 67 64 63 6  
Q36: Electronic Digeit? ~09% Tw, 4T^ 4il% iW* iM 069~ 
2 ^ i2] 87 4  
Q37: Ck)se Substitutes? 2^4% 27,0% 34.1% 34^6% f9% 3io7 515 
5 57 72 73 .. 4  
Q38: Complements? 1.9% 23,2% 38.9% 34.1% 1.9% l u ^ 
4 49 82 72 4  
Q39: Only Capture lmportan( Newi? 2.8% l l ,4V. 28.0% 49.8¾ 8.1% i i i 5 0 ^ 
6 24 59 ^ n  
Q40: Artidet Are Summariei? 1.9% 15.2% 31.8% 46.0% 5.2% «7 ol? 
4 32 2^ 22 n  
Q4I: Layout & Pictures ConHned? 1.4% 5.7% 48.3% 40.8% 3.8% 5!i5 0 ^ 
3 12 ^ ^ 8  
Q42: Update o fNewi b Too Slow? 1.9% 17.5% 49.8% 25.6% 5.2% M 5 0 l 4 
4 37 [05 54 11  
Q43: CUsiinedi and Ad> Not Enou(h? 一"2^4% fTis 4T4% 303% 0% 3M 087  
S 25 0^0 M 17  
Online rtaden 
V. Diiagree Disagree Neutral Agree Very Agree Avg. Score sTo^ ~^~ 
Q35: HighlyiimiUr? 6 l % 33.3% 29^8% 274% J M O ? 0 W  
11 56 50 46 5 . 
<336: Electronic Dige.t? ~il% T55S 4$：8% 4^7% 4^% i3s ^ ~ 
2 [5 77 70 4  
Q37: Cloje Sub>titutes? ~ 2 ^ 4 % 28；^ 3L5% 3 0 % f i % 3 ^ 7 a 9 0 ~ ~ 
4 47 53 ^ 3  
Q38: ComplemenU? 2.4% 23.2% 36.9% 35.1% 2.4% ^ 2 0.87 
4 39 62 59 4  
Q39: Only Capture Important New.? 3.6% l2.5% 23.8¾ 50.0% 10.1% J T l ^  
6 21 40 84 17  
Q40: Articlci Are Summaries? 2.4% 16.7% 27.4% 47,0% 6.5% 535 ^  
f 28 46 79 U  
Q41: Uyout & Picture* Confined? 1.8% 6.5% 45.8% 41,7% 4.2% i!55 o ^ ~ 
3 M 77 70 7 
Q42: Update of New» b Too Slow? lW. W ,^ 4Sl% W ,^ 6^ 3：^  S"ii  
4 52 Z® 4| 10 
Q43: a a u i n e d i and Ads Not Enough? Tm iT9% « 1 % 3 I 7 % i l % J 3 5 ^  
S 20 7] 55 15 ‘ . 
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WfB-rtMdm 嗽. .， 
V. Diiagree Disagree Neutral Agrec Very Agree Avg. Score S t D e v ~ 
Q35: Highly iimilar? 00% 25.6¼ 32.6% WJ% 0 % 5iT5 085 
0 n H |7 ! 
Q36: Ekctronic Digeil? 0.0% 4.7% 55.8% 39.5% 0.0% i 3 s a57 
0 2 24 n 0  
<J37: CloM Substitutes? 2J% 23,3V. 442% 27!5% JW, 3^05 0l4 
I 15 12 12 1  
Q38: ComplemenU? ~~00% 2 O % 46；?% 302% 00% 5i5? 0 ^ 
0 [0 M n 0  
Q39: Only Capture Important New»? 00% 70% 44.2% 4s!i% 00% 5!ii 0 « 
0 3 12 ^ 0  
Q40: AHicles Are Summariet? 0.0% 9,3% 48.8% 41.9% 0.0% i l 5 0 l 4 
0 4 ^ [ | 0  
Q41:Layout&PictumConfined? 0.0% 2.3% 58.1% 37.2% 2.3% 3!4O 511 
0 ! 25 ^ 1  
Q42: Update of Newi b Too Slow? 0.0% 16.3% 67.4% 14.0% 2.3% 5io2 064 
0 7 29 6 1  
Q43: Classiriedi and Adi Not Enough? 0.0% ll.6% 62.8% 20.9% 4.7% H 5 o!ro  
0 5 _ 27 9 2 . 
Sumnwrv Comg>rfagB 
Al rtfppn<|tqt| Qplint rtH<kn Non-reiden 
Avg. Score St. Dev Avg. Score St Dev Avg. Score St. Dev 
^^^”-•••， ^ y , 0.97 p ^ ^ - ^ W - r r ^ ^ 0.85 
Q3<:ElectronlcDigeit? ^ ¾ ¾ ~ ~ ^ “ _ 观 _ ~ ~ — ~ « * * ^ ^ U _ — _ 
Q37: Clo«e Subititutes? ^ ¾ ! ¾ o i 5 m * | ^ | W 0!90 "“‘ '^Vo|^-V-i o M  
Q38: Complementi? ^ o ! " ~ * * ^ ^ 7 ~ ~ _ r ^ f _ ' ^ ^ ~ 
Q39: Only Capturc Important New«T ^ | ^ H S OW ^ 0% r w m | y m r 3 | 7^5 
Q40:Artide.AreSumm.rie.? ^ ¾ ^ ~ ~ 0 ^ ~ ^ ^ ^ S “ “ ^ “ * T f H ~ ~ 0 ^ ~ 
Q41:Uyout&Picture-ConHn.d? f t 3 T ^ ~ ^ ~ ^ ^ H ~ ~ ^ ~ • ^ 4 9 - , 4 ~ ~ 0 5 8 ~ ~ 
Q42: Upd.teofNewiUTooSlow? " ^ ¾ ¾ “ “ 0 8 4 ~ | ^ ^ S ~ ~ ^ i i ~ ~ " " * " w H ~ ~ 0 6 4 ~ 
Q43: CUiiinedi and Adi Not Enough? ^ ^ | | f e S o l ? ~ ^ ^ ^ ¾ a 9 l ~ ， 誓 ， ^ o r o ~ 
• •_ :_ . : : : : : • 
— 044 I 
5212 Below 20 21 • 25 26 .30 31 • 35 36 - 40 S1 - 55 Confidential Grand Total 
Number 32 93 52 21 11 | 1 2Tl  
PerctntaBC lS.2% 44.1% 24.6% 10.0% 5.2% 0.5% O.S% " loopy. 
Q4StWktfkyMrmf 
口 �>5 I 
2 2 S Female Male Grand Total 
Number nO 9l 2U 
Percenuge 56.9% 43.t% 100.0% 
:QHi WluMto^faMlti0Ktevti7 'W M 
0^ I 
2212 <HighSch. HiKhSch. Matri. Undcrgrad Postgrad GmnHTo..l 
Number 6 7 9 m 61 2U  
|Perctntage 2.8% 3.3% 4.3% ¢0.7% 28.9% lOQ.O% 
Q47J Wfcit U ywrpwBp^Uo*? 'm$m>M^ 
口 0^7 I 
^ 5ili^——Professional Gov't WhitcCollar BlueCollar S d f ^ l o y Others GrandTotal 
， b e r 1 ^ 43 i 55 J 3 i ^ 1 ~ 
^U82 L_JOJ% 20.4% 0.5% 26.l^  0.5% 1.4% 0.5V. 100.0V. 
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CMfc a»r<d9N»i»^ t«v»tMlMrtiMw>t'-<^  -”° ., 
I 048 I I 
Data I W^kW Bi-weekly MontWy Bi-monthW Qumterly~~ 
Number 1 3 5 2 9 
Percenta«e 0.5% M % 2 ^ 0 ^ 4.3% 
2"!2 Scmi-Annually Annually Not Fixed NoNecd GrandTotal 
Number 7 7 48 129 H 1 
PercentaKC 3.3% 3 ^ 22.7% 61.1% 100.0% 
_ _ _ ^ _ _ c w M r 幽 
“ 049 I 
D « ! Below$lOK 10K-15K 15K-20K 20K-2SK 25K - 30K 
Number m i l H n 9 
Percentw 50.7% « % 6 ^ 5；?% 4.3% 
Data 30K-3SK Over3SK Confidential GrandTotal 
Number 37 i Is ITi 
Perccnuge 17.5% 0 ^ 8.S% 100.0¾ 
1/ 
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Q12 • Q18; Whtt characteristics i re important to • good online ncwtpaper? • 
Online rcSdcn 
I》丄\、\_。、？^…f— gS5T 魅搬， 
Avg. Score S t Dev Avg. Score S t Dcv 
Q12-Cov,r>g' r ^ 8 ^ ~ ~ ^ “ ^ P ^ ~ ~ ^ N ~^~ 
»Qj|L,|i|£2 i>tiLiiiii^ 2  
叫：一 r 7 W q o i r - r W 7 | ~ ~ ^ N ^ 
& r i W M M b i i^ ta i i lMiM^  
Q14: Design & Outlook | ^ ^ < ^ J P j g g o i i 巧 : J | I | | | ^ ~ J o ^ ^ 
^^ ^^ r^^ g^s|^  E!^ .^ J1^ 1^ |^ ^  
Q15: Uyout & Picture P J ^ P R | ^ o l i f ! ! ; j | P l i ! S 0 ^ N^ 
EiiMhiiiij^ dttl ^  
Q16: UMi^friendlincsi y i j g ^ .、： ^ 092 ^ ^ ^ H ^ ^ OW SS 
Q17: Keyword Search K ^ w t J i l S 0 9 3 ~ ~ ~ S ^ $ | S 072 ；^ 
Q18: Upd.leofNewi ^ * * ^ | | | ^ 0.86 ^ ^ ^ ^ 0.73 ~ " N ^ ~ ~ 
:Q19 - Q24: Why are#nlfaMjimpapen awra.iii^ itwt#_:fM'|MateiroMr 
fiaynu^uka,^ 
f^~~~M«tem?_2c-»x^;^jSgttte -' 二二1 "MMT! 
A I Score S t Dev Avg. Score S t Dev 
Q19:FreeofCh.rge ^ ¾ ' ¾ ¾ " " ^ ~ ! ' > " ' W K / S ~ 0 9 0 ^ “ 
Q20:S .v .Tim. ^ 1 p B ~ ~ 0 ^ ~ ^ J ^ ^ ~ ^ N ^ ~ 
Q21:IndeiedTme> ^ ^ 0.92 S j ^ 0.8丨 No ' 
Q22: Uwer Search Cost Q j | ^ 9 0 ^ ^ ^ P j ^ ^ 0!90 ^ 
Q23: Environmental Friendly ^ j j j | ^ 0 8 6 ~ ! - I ^ H ^ ^ j 089 v S  
Q24:MoreInt.r.ctive ^ ( S ^ ~ 0 9 9 “ f ^ f H ~ ~ ^ N ^ ~ ~ 
rPftf； ,二 k*^...y^.'\\  
“ 
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B n D ^ B B E B ^ ^ n B 9 i 
M n H M m s K K M H 
Q « - Q " ! Wkatck_rMtwisdc tara tepwtMttex |MdMUMMwqHNPMf: 
Online rtadew f^ . Vwr<lYrviUtM-l^ Yr „ 
toMii^rrVa^... ‘ mtiM:m::^ mmn 
Avf. Score S t Dev Avg. Score St. Dev 
Q12: Covcmge ! ! i J K J o i i ~ :‘"•攝"'] 075 N^ 
stj**^ygi < '^'^ ""3 '• • •. j 
Q13: Content f ^ T " 0 7 i “ * ^ T _ j ~ O T O ^ " " " 
Q14:Detign&Oulook " ^ ¾ ¾ 082~ *^^M®^" 'j ^ Y^~~ 
_^_^ ____,,^ _______^ _^^ _^ __^ ___^ ____^ ______ ^S|^^^Sff l |B ^  
QlS: Uyout & Picture ^ W ^ 0 8 2 ~ ^ " ^ ^ 1 0 J 8 f ^ " " " 
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